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a detuning of primary wave number  in secondary analysis eqn 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A disturbance amplitude
A  disturbance amplitude at the neutral point




E total fluctuation energy per unit mass eqn 	
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F nondimensional stream function eqn 	
G nondimensional spanwise velocity eqn 	
k generalized wave number eqn 	
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p index vector denoting a primary disturbance mode eqn 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q general quantity in the flow
Q total free stream velocity








xs coordinate parallel to potential streamline
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y wallnormal coordinate
zc spanwise coordinate
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z coordinate parallel to primary vortex axis
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The transition of regular laminar flow into irregular turbulent fluid mo
tion is a fascinating process of fundamental importance in fluid mechan
ics Because of the signicant effect of transition in shear flows on skin
friction heat transfer and flow separation the prediction and control of
laminarturbulent transition is also a central task in a great variety of engi
neering applications Therefore it is not astonishing that for a long time
researchers driven by both scientic and technological interest are striving
hard for insight into the mechanisms associated with the transition process
After more than a century of intensive research answers to many questions
have been found but a general understanding of laminarturbulent tran
sition is still missing On account of the extreme difculty of the transition
problem twodimensional flows have chiefly been investigated in the past
even though many flows in nature and in technological applications clearly
are threedimensional
Threedimensionality is an essential attribute of boundarylayer flows over
wings and ns of commercial airplanes since these components are swept
in order to avoid shocks at higher cruising speed In such boundary layers a
certain type of instability called crossflow instability leads to strong ampli
cation of disturbances in the region of accelerated flow and hence plays
a key role in the transition process The improvement of methods for tran
sition prediction and control requires a profound understanding of distur
bance generation ie receptivity disturbance amplication and of the later
stages of transition leading to turbulent breakdown The present work fo
cuses on the mechanisms relevant to the nonlinear later stages of transition
scenarios dominated by crossflow instability
 Introduction
 Previous Research
The analytical study of the relationship between instability and transition
starts in the last third of the th century with the work of Helmholtz 

Lord Kelvin  and Lord Rayleigh  who studied the inertial instabil
ity of inviscid incompressible flows The theoretical work of Lord Rayleigh
is based on the conception that laminar flow is unstable with respect to
small disturbances which are amplied and nally lead the flow into tur
bulence He showed that the presence of an inflection point in the local
velocity prole is necessary for the occurrence of unstable waves in inviscid
flows In 
 Reynolds  performed his famous pipe experiments He
studied the variation of the flow rate of fluids through transparent circular
pipes of varying sizes at different velocities and observed both smooth and
sinuous or turbulent motion of injected streams of dye By using dimensional
analysis he found that these different types of motion can be characterized
by one dimensionless parameter the Reynolds number
However the eigenvalues of the linearized equations  these are all stable
for the pipe flow  do not completely describe amplication and damp
ing of small disturbances As a consequence of the nonnormality of the
linearized equations of motion the corresponding eigenvectors are not or
thogonal Therefore small disturbances can grow transitorily even in the
case of global stability Nonlinear terms can then redistribute the distur
bance energy This mechanism of transient growth has been studied in detail
during the last decades see e g Gromann 
 but it is not considered
here
After Prandtl  introduced the concept of the boundary layer in  Orr
 and Sommerfeld  independently derived an equation capturing the
destabilizing effect of viscosity in twodimensional flows Considering plane
Poiseuille flow Heisenberg 
 showed that inviscidly stable flows can be
unstable for nite Reynolds numbers The OrrSommerfeld equation was
solved by Tollmien 
 for the incompressible flow over a flat plate the
Blasius boundarylayer flow Tollmien calculated a curve enclosing the re
gion of instability and a critical value for the Reynolds number below which
the laminar flow is stable Schlichting 
 computed growth rates of unsta
ble disturbance waves The rst experimental verication of the existence
of such waves by Schubauer  Skramstad  led to the acceptance of the
relevance of linear instability theory to transition in the scientic commu
nity The rst transition criterion for practical applications was developed
by Liepmann  from linear instability results Such criteria correlating the
transition location with a certain degree of disturbance amplication are
still widely used for transition prediction in aerodynamic design An exten
sive survey of the possibilities of transition prediction by using the eigen
values of the classical linear stability equations is given by Arnal 	 Gaster
	 examined the relationship between temporally and and spatially grow
 Previous Research 
ing disturbances and gave a relationship between these growth concepts A
detailed summary of classical linear instability theory for boundary layers is
given by Mack 
The effect of base flow nonparallelism on the growth rates of two
dimensional waves has been examined by Bouthier  and Gaster 	
While Bouthier found signicant destabilizing influence of nonparallelism
Gaster observed only a small effect on the curve of neutral amplication
His results have been conrmed by Herbert and Bertolotti  Bertolotti
 discusses these studies and shows that the effect of nonparallelism is
strongly dependent on the denition of disturbance growth Using the
parabolized stability equations PSE which exploit the convective nature
of the disturbances to convert the elliptic disturbance equations into a sys
tem of parabolic differential equations he also found rather small influence
of nonparallelism on neutral curves and growth rates of twodimensional
waves Independently of the development of the PSEmethod by Herbert
and Bertolotti cf Bertolotti  Dallmann and Simen cf Simen  de
veloped a nonlocal instability theory which leads to equations identical to
the PSE One important strength of these methods is their ability to incor
porate nonlinear effects In the few years since the derivation of the PSE
this method has already been applied by a number of researchers to a large
variety of flows see for example Chang et al  Hein et al 

 Wang
et al  Malik et al  Airiau  Casalis  Schrauf et al  Haynes 
Reed 
	 Janke  Balakumar  The review by Herbert  discusses in
detail the PSEmethod and its applications
That transition on a swept wing occurs much further upstream than on a cor
responding unswept wing was rst observed by Gray 	 who evaluated
flight tests at the British Royal Aircraft Establishment Flow visualizations
displayed stationary regularly spaced rows in the streamwise direction prior
to transition Such patterns are generated by the action of stationary vor
tices The instability leading to the amplication of those vortices is caused
by inflection points in crossflow proles of the boundary layer cf Owen 
Randall 
 For the model problem of a rotating disk Gregory et al 	
performed experimental and theoretical studies and found that both travel
ing waves and stationary vortices approximately aligned with the potential
streamline can be amplied in threedimensional boundarylayer flow
Experimental studies of instability and transition in the threedimensional
boundary layer on a swept cylinder have been performed by Poll  who
investigated the attachmentline instability near the leading edge the effect
of convex surface curvature and the dependence of disturbance growth on
the sweep angle Arnal et al 
 considered the flow on a swept wing Saric
 Yeates 	 investigated transition on a swept plate where crossflow was
generated by a pressure gradient imposed on the plate A review of these
experiments which approximate quasi twodimensional flow conditions in
the sense that the laminar base flow is constant in spanwise direction is
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given by Reed  Saric  At present transition in swept wing flows is
studied experimentally by Saric and coworkers cf Dagenhart et al 
by Kachanov and coworkers cf Kachanov  Tararykin  by Bippes and
coworkers cf Deyhle  Bippes  and by Itoh and coworkers cf Takagi
 Itoh 	 Recent results of these experiments are discussed in the review
by Bippes 
In the experiments on transition in threedimensional boundary layers
highfrequency disturbances have been observed in the region of high
disturbance amplitude shortly before breakdown see for example Poll
 Kohama et al  Lerche  Kawakami et al  Secondary
highfrequency disturbances have also been studied experimentally in two
dimensional flows by Klebanoff et al  Bake et al  Wiegel  and
many others With their work on stability and transition in plane Poiseuille
flow Nishioka et al  contributed to a sound experimental basis for
theoretical and numerical studies without the additional complication of
boundarylayer growth
Herbert 
 gives a comprehensive review on the theoretical efforts and
ndings concerned with secondary instability in twodimensional boundary
layer flows In his analysis based on Floquet theory Herbert 
 neglects the
nonlinear distortion of the primary vortex shape assumption and the base
flow nonparallelism parallel flow assumption These simplications have
also been used in secondary instability analyses of threedimensional flows
by Reed   and by Fischer  Dallmann 		 	
 Even though the use
of the shape assumption is questionable at the rather high amplitudes neces
sary to observe highfrequency secondary disturbances in threedimensional
boundary layers Fischer et al 	 and Hein et al 
 succeeded in showing
the existence of this type of disturbances if the primary crossflow vortices
have reached high amplitudes Balachandar et al  performed theoretical
studies on secondary instability of crossflow vortices on a rotating disk
The importance of inflection points for the occurrence of highfrequency sec
ondary disturbances in threedimensional boundarylayers has been demon
strated using temporal direct numerical simulations by Malik  for the
rotating disk and by Meyer  Kleiser  for the swept plate Secondary in
stability of the boundary layer on the DLR swept plate has also been studied
numerically by Wintergerste  Kleiser  using temporal DNS by Bongli
 Kloker 	 using spatial DNS and for a FalknerSkanCooke model flow by
H ogberg  Henningson 	 also using spatial DNS Apart from DNS results
nonlinear solutions of the parabolized stability equations can be used as pri
marily distorted base flow for secondary instability analysis This approach
has been chosen by Malik et al 	 to generate base flows for secondary
instability analyses of boundary layers on a swept wing and on swept cylin
ders Using a twodimensional eigenvalue approach they identied two
types of highfrequency modes which correlate with spanwise and wallnor
mal shear of the primarily distorted base flow respectively Similar results
 Goals of this Work 	
have been found in secondary instability analyses of G ortler vortices by Li 
Malik  by Park  Huerre  and by Bottaro  Klingmann 
 Also on
the basis of a primarily distorted base flow computed by using the nonlin
ear PSE Wang et al  and Janke  Balakumar  performed secondary
instability analyses for swept Hiemenz flow Koch et al 
 used nonlinear
equilibrium solutions of stationary crossflow vortices as starting point for
their secondary instability analysis of the boundary layer on a swept plate
These solutions have the great advantage that in contrast to PSE solutions
they do not depend on initial amplitudes of the primary disturbances ie on
the mechanisms that create disturbances in the boundary layer receptivity
 Goals of this Work
Object of this work is a deeper understanding of instability and transition
mechanisms in threedimensional boundarylayer flows which is a necessary
prerequisite for improvements of methods for transition prediction and con
trol For that purpose a model flow based on the DLR swept plate exper
iment is investigated for primary and secondary instability by utilizing the
parabolized stability equations and Floquet theory respectively The deni
tion of this model flow and the computation of the laminar base flow are
discussed in chapter 	
The primary and secondary instability analysis presented in chapters 
   are
focused mainly on the role of crossflow vortices in the transition process
In chapter 
 the linear PSE are derived and some numerical aspects are
discussed The physical investigations presented in this chapter are guided
by the following questions
 To which amount do the linear PSE results depend on the initial condi
tions of the disturbance modes
 Which disturbances ie disturbances of which frequency and which
wave numbers exhibit the highest growth rates at different chordwise
locations on the test plate
After a brief discussion of the central aspects of the nonlinear stability equa
tions and some introductory remarks on nonlinear disturbance growth in
plane Poiseuille flow the following questions are considered in chapter 
for the boundary layer on the swept plate
 What is the effect of the initial disturbance amplitude on the nonlinear
evolution of these disturbances
 How does nonlinear amplitude saturation depend on the initial condi
tions of disturbances
 Introduction
 What is the effect of the crossflow vortices on the steady mean flow
 How do different disturbance modes interact Does the interaction of
disturbance modes lead to resonances ie to strong mutual amplica
tion
 How do the nonlinear PSE results compare with nonlinear equilibrium
solutions and with results from spatial DNS
Secondary instability analysis based on Floquet theory is presented in chap
ter  First the underlying equations are derived and the numerical solution
procedure is sketched The main part of this chapter is occupied by a discus
sion of the following questions
 What is the threshold amplitude of the primary crossflow vortices for
the occurrence of highfrequency secondary instability
 Which properties of the primarily distorted flow eld cause secondary
instability
 What is the structure of the highfrequency modes and how do these
disturbances propagate in the flow eld
Chapter  contains a summary of the results and some open questions
Chapter 
The DLR Swept Plate Experiment
As basis for the numerical investigations the DLR swept plate experiment is
chosen This experiment mimics quasi threedimensional innite swept base
flow which signicantly simplies the theoretical treatment A generic pres
sure distribution is used to dene a model flow which captures the charac
teristic properties of experimental data The laminar base flow is computed
using rstorder boundarylayer theory The base flow exhibits inflectional
crossflow proles and is unstable with respect to stationary and traveling
disturbances
 Experimental Setup
The DLR swept plate experiment is specically designed to allow detailed in
vestigations of the transition process dominated by crossflow instability It is
conducted in G ottingen by Bippes and his group cf for example Nitschke
Kowsky  Bippes  Deyhle  Bippes  Lerche  Bippes  as a
basic experiment It aims at creating a data base for theoretical and numer
ical analyses of the disturbance development up to the nal breakdown of
laminar flow as well as for transition prediction
The experiment is performed at subsonic speeds in order to exclude com
pressibility effects A threedimensional boundarylayer is generated by
means of a pressure gradient imposed by a displacement body above the
plate as shown in gure 	 This conguration allows the study of cross
flow instabilities without the influence of body curvature Special endplates
contoured with the potentialflow streamlines help to approximate innite
span conditions over a large region of the flow eld These conditions sig
nicantly simplify the theoretical treatment
Due to the strong favorable essentially constant negative pressure gradient
in the direction normal to the leading edge the flow is stable with respect
to TollmienSchlichting instability over the whole plate The experiments











Figure 	 Experimental setup of DLR swept plate experiment
are performed both under natural and controlled conditions Parallel to the
DLR swept plate experiment main basic experimental work on crossflow in
stability is performed at the Arizona State University in Tempe by Saric and
coworkers cf Dagenhart et al  at the Institute of Theoretical and Ap
plied Mechanics in Novosibirsk by Kachanov and coworkers cf Kachanov 
Tararykin  and at the National Aerospace Laboratory in Tokyo by Itoh
and coworkers cf Takagi  Itoh 	 A detailed comparison of these ex
periments is given in the review by Bippes 
 Denition of a Model Flow
On account of its design to support major simplications in the flow condi
tions for numerical and theoretical approaches the DLR swept plate exper
iment has frequently been used as data base for temporal DNS cf Meyer 
Kleiser  Meyer 
 spatial DNS cf Joslin  Streett  M uller 
calculation of nonlinear equilibrium solutions cf Koch et al 
 and PSE
computations cf Bertolotti  Janke  In order to specify a laminar
base flow which does not depend on small differences between different
experimental tests and allows for quantitative comparisons between exper
imental and various theoretical and numerical results it is reasonable to de
ne a model flow on the basis of experimental data and corresponding di
rect numerical simulations Using a leastsquares approximation to the ex
perimentally measured pressure coefcient cpxc from M uller  Bippes 
Meyer 
 analytically describes the pressure distribution for xc   by
 Denition of a Model Flow 
the linear function
cpxc   	
 xc 	
where xc denotes the nondimensional chordwise coordinate see section
	
 This denition is also used in the spatial simulations by Joslin  Streett
 and M uller  For the nonsimilar boundarylayer computation used
in our analysis it is necessary to include the attachment line where cp is one
by denition In the vicinity of the attachment line the pressure coefcient
is approximated by a parabola In agreement with M uller  Bippes  and
Lerche  we assume the attachment line to be at xc   on the top side
of the plate In order to obtain a pressure distribution which is continuous
up to second order we supplement the approximation 	 as follows see
gure 		
Region I xc    cpxc  a xc    
Region II   xc    cpxc  b xc  c xc  d xc  e xc  f 		
Region III xc    cpxc   	
 xc
The numerical values for the coefcients are obtained from the requirement
of cp and its rst two derivatives to be continuous at xc   and xc  
a  

 b  
 c  
 d  
































Figure 		 a Analytical approximation 		 of pressure distribution 	 on
the DLR swept plate experiment M uller  Bippes  b Analytical pres
sure distribution 		 near the attachment line
 The DLR Swept Plate Experiment
 The Laminar Base Flow
In this section the parameters of the investigated flow eld are given and
the calculation of the laminar base flow is outlined The boundarylayer
calculation is performed in the bodyxed chordwise coordinate system
xc  y
 zc  which is shown in gure 	
 together with the vortexoriented
coordinate system x y


























streamline at b.l. edge
Figure 	
 Body xed and vortexoriented coordinate system
The chord length of the plate is c  




 The geometric sweep angle of the plate is 
 but on account
of the displacement effect of the windtunnel model an effective sweep an
gle    

 is used in our calculations The properties of air at standard
conditions are taken from Dubbel 	 and summarized in table 	
























Table 	 Freestream quantities of DLR swept plate experiment
Due to the innite swept wing assumption the spanwise velocity component
at the boundarylayer edge
W ce  Q

  sin  	






depends on xc only
Since the base flow velocity components do not depend on the spanwise
coordinate zc  the steady incompressible boundarylayer equations cf eg































y    Uc  V
  W c   y
   Uc  Uce W c  W ce 	









































 The DLR Swept Plate Experiment
We now transform xc  y
 and zc into nondimensional form by introducing a
local similarity variable  cf Koch et al 
 for the wallnormal coordinate
while the chordwise and spanwise coordinates are nondimensionalized with












The stream function and the spanwise velocity component are then made
dimensionless by the substitutions
 xc  
q
cxcUcexc F xc  	
and
W c xc   W

ce Gxc  	









































and primes denote differentiation with respect to 
The boundary conditions are
    F 
F

 G     F

 G   		
The starting solution for the boundarylayer calculation is obtained by solv
ing the swept Hiemenz equations





G  FG   			
at the attachment line The nonsimilar equations 	 and 	 are then
solved by a downstream marching procedure For that a spectral multi
domain boundarylayer code by Bertolotti  employing a rstorder Euler
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 xc = 0.1
 xc = 0.2
 xc = 0.4
 xc = 1.0
Figure 	 Nonsimilar boundarylayer proles for various xcpositions in
chordwise coordinates top row and in a coordinate system xs y zs where
xs is in the direction of the local freestream velocity at the boundarylayer
edge bottom row
discretization of the xcderivatives is used Boundarylayer proles at differ
ent chordwise positions are shown in gure 	 Here and in the following
chapters the wallnormal ycoordinate is nondimensionalized wrt the chord
length c for the presentation of numerical results
As can be seen from the continuity equation 	 the velocity V normal to
the wall is not constant outside the boundary layer if dUce
dxc
  However nu
merical experiments cf Stolte et al  have shown that the behavior of V
far away from the wall does not have noticeable influence on the instability
properties of the flow eld
While the spanwise velocity component at the boundarylayer edge Wce is
independent of xc the chordwise component Uce increases with xc This
leads to curved potential streamlines with an equilibrium between centrifu

 The DLR Swept Plate Experiment
gal forces and pressure forces due to the pressure gradient component nor
mal to the potential streamline Inside the boundary layer the flow velocity
is reduced by viscosity while the pressure gradient is constant within the
boundarylayer approximation In order to maintain the balance of forces
stronger curvature of streamlines inside the boundary layer arises This leads
to a flow perpendicular to the potential streamline the crossflow Ws Due
to the inflection point which is naturally present in crossflow proles such
flows are inviscidly unstable with respect to stationary and traveling distur
bances cf Drazin  Reid  The evolution of these disturbances in the
boundary layer is investigated in detail in the following chapters
Chapter 
Linear Nonlocal Instability Analysis
The linear parabolized stability equations PSE capture the spatial evolution
of convectively unstable disturbances in weakly nonparallel flows Residual
ellipticity of these equations leads to a lower limit for the step size used
for the downstream marching By neglecting the pressure term from the
umomentum equation the main part of the ellipticity and thus the step
size limit can be removed Different approaches to specify initial conditions
for the PSE are compared in section 	 The most complete nonparallel
approach is then used for linear parametric instability investigations The
frequencies and wave numbers of the most unstable modes agree well with
experimental observations and previous numerical studies
 Introduction
Nonlocal instability analysis based on the parabolized stability equations
PSE is an approach to analyze the streamwise evolution of convectively
unstable disturbances in weekly nonparallel flows The method has been de
veloped by Herbert and Bertolotti cf Bertolotti  and independently by
Dallmann and Simen cf Simen  and can be positioned between strongly
simplied but efcient classical local instability analysis cf Mack  and
the complete but computationally very expensive floweld analysis via di
rect numerical simulation Nonlocal instability means that the growth rates
of disturbances are not only influenced by the local flow conditions but also
by their local gradient in the direction of spatial amplication ie nonlo
cal refers to quantitative effects on disturbance growth rather than new or
different nonlocal mechanisms causing any type of otherwise absent distur
bance amplication The concept rests on the decomposition of disturbance
modes into amplitude function and wave function where both amplitude
function and wave number vary only slowly in downstream direction Hence
second derivatives of the slowly varying amplitude functions with respect to
 Linear Nonlocal Instability Analysis
the streamwise variable can be neglected leading to an initialboundary
value problem which can be solved efciently by numerical marching pro
cedures
 The Parabolized Stability Equations
Based on the exposition in Herbert 
 the derivation of the PSE is outlined
in this section for incompressible boundarylayer flows where density  and
viscosity 
 of the fluid are constants For the flow over the innite swept
plate described in chapter 	 the conservation equations for momentum and





















































































The total flow eld q  uc v wc p
T is decomposed into the steady laminar
base flow Q  Uc VWc P 
T and the disturbance q  uc v wc p
T 
qxc y zc t  Qxc y  qxc y zc t 

The decomposition 
 is now introduced into 
  
 and the equa






























































































































































are neglected in 
  
 and the disturbance q is decomposed into an
amplitude function q and a wave function 
qxc y zc t  qxc yxc zc t  cc 

where cc denotes the complex conjugate and









Here c denotes the chordwise c the spanwise wavenumber of the distur
bance  denotes the angular frequency
The substitution of 
 into the linearized form of 
  
 yields
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 Linear Nonlocal Instability Analysis
If the wave number cxc properly captures the oscillatory behavior of the
disturbance in chordwise direction both the amplitude function q and the
wave number c change only slowly in xcdirection The central assumption
in the PSEconcept is that second xcderivatives of q are sufciently small to
be neglected In 
  
	 these are the terms on the right hand side of
the equations The structure of the remaining system can be surveyed more







Nq   
		
where the operators L M  and N act only in y
The boundary conditions for disturbances are homogeneous at the wall and
at the boundarylayer edge
y    uc  v  wc   y   uc   wc   p  
	

To start the integration of the PSE 
		 initial conditions are needed These
are obtained using a procedure provided by Bertolotti  which is briefly
described in section 
 Disturbance growth is calculated using spatial the
ory ie
  i   
	
Due to the steady base flow and the innite swept wing assumption the
angular frequency r and the spanwise wave number cr do not depend on
xc
  r  const 
	
c  cr  const 
	
Since the disturbance is not allowed to grow indenitely in spanwise direc
tion it is necessary to require
c  ci   
	
In order to obtain a solution to 
		 it is necessary to remove the ambigu
ity in the partition 
  
 where both unknowns c and q depend
on xc This is done by means of an additional equation the socalled nor






dy   
	
where the dagger denotes the complex conjugate and ye the ycoordinate
at the upper end of the discretized domain Equation 
	 minimizes the
change of uc in xcdirection in a weighted sense across the discretized y
domain and hence keeps the error due to the PSEassumption small see
Herbert 

 Numerical Aspects 
Another consequence of the xcdependence of the amplitude function q
is that  in contrast to classical local theory  the amplitude function con
tributes to physical wave number cphys and growth rate cphys




















where q denotes any component of q Thus physical growth rate and wave
number of a disturbance depend on the choice of q and on the considered
ylocation in the boundary layer cf Bertolotti  Stolte et al  In the
present work the calculation of cphys and cphys is based on the maximum
in ydirection of the chordwise velocity component ucmax unless explicitly
mentioned
From 
	 it is obvious that disturbances are permitted only to grow or
decay in chordwise i e in xcdirection The local direction of wave propa










For the linear and nonlinear PSE calculations and for the generation of ini
tial conditions the xPSE toolkit by Bertolotti  is used An important aspect
of this toolkit is the strict separation of the code into userdened subrou
tines containing the physics of the flow and a library of numerical methods
In the wallnormal ydirection a spectral collocation method with multiple
subdomains is used while for the xcdiscretization a backwardEuler nite
difference formulation is employed
The PSE 
		 are parabolic in the sense that they do not contain second
or higher derivatives in xcdirection However numerical instabilities occur
for small marching steps and indicate a residual ellipticity of the equations
cf Chang et al  HajHariri 
 Li  Malik  The minimal possi
ble marching step size depends on the xcdiscretization scheme and on the
choice of the auxiliary condition cf Hein et al 
 Nevertheless the cri






gives good orientation for the step size limit For the laminar base flow of
the DLR swept plate experiment as described in chapter 	 and a crossflow
 Linear Nonlocal Instability Analysis
vortex with spanwise wave length 	zc   mm ie c  	 which is
investigated in detail in the following sections linear PSE calculations with
different step sizes are shown in gures 
 and 
	
As can be seen from gure 
 the smallest possible step size where no nu
merical instability occurs is xc   Since the smallest jcphysj for the
considered disturbance is  at the end of the plate criterion 

	 is con
rmed Further upstream jcphysj is greater and smaller steps can be used
The wave numbers at breakdown for different step sizes are summarized in
table 

One possibility to remove the main part of the residual ellipticity from the
PSE is to neglect the pxcterm from the umomentum equation This ap
proximation practically removes the lower step size limit Figure 
	 shows
the influence of the pxcterm on the growth rate of the considered cross
flow vortex Neglecting this term leads to slightly stronger disturbance am
plication Downstream of xc   the influence of the pxcterm on the
growth rate of the vortex is below  Thus it will be neglected for conve
nience in the following
For very small step sizes strong oscillations of the growth rate can be ob
served in the front part of the plate gure 
	 However these oscillations
are not caused by the illposedness of the problem due to residual ellipticity
in the equations but rather a transient phenomenon Different step sizes
lead to signicantly different results The validity of the PSE assumption is
questionable in this region where the basic flow changes rather rapidly In
addition to this transient behavior is caused by the initial conditions which
do not satisfy the PSE It is possible to reduce these transients by means of
small modications of the pressure distribution and thus the laminar base
flow but there is no physical justication to do so Fortunately these tran
sients disappear further downstream and do not render the discussion of
nonlinear and secondary instability more difcult The generation of initial
conditions is outlined in the next section
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Table 
 Lower step size limits for PSE marching procedure see criterion


	 Considered is a crossflow vortex with c  	
























 Physical xcwave number cphys of crossflow vortex c  	 ac
cording to linear instability theory With small step sizes in the PSE marching
numerical instabilities occur and the solution blows up
 Initial Conditions
The initial conditions necessary to solve the PSE 
		 as an initialboundary
value problem can be specied in different ways Both the choice of initial
conditions for a given set of parameters c  and the xclocation where
they are specied influence the transients of the PSEsolution and hence
the predicted amplitude evolution of disturbances In order to keep the
influence of possible transients in the physically interesting region where
the disturbance is amplied as small as possible it is advisable to start PSE
calculations well before the neutral point However since the growth rates
of crossflow instabilities decrease very rapidly from the neutral point to
wards the attachment line convergence problems restrict the choice of start
ing points for PSEcalculations 
One possibility to generate initial conditions for the PSE is to solve the classi
cal local parallel instability equations OrrSommerfeldSquire formulation
at some starting point x  More consistent with the PSE formulation is the
socalled local procedure developed by Bertolotti and Herbert cf Bertolotti
 which considers the wallnormal velocity component and the chordwise
changes of the mean flow for the generation of initial conditions In this
approach a Taylorseries expansion of q and c around x  is introduced into












Δxc = 0.0001 (no dp/dxc)
Δxc = 0.001 (no dp/dxc)













Δxc = 0.0001 (no dp/dxc)
Δxc = 0.001 (no dp/dxc)




	 Growth rate cphys of crossflow vortex c  	 for different
step sizes with and without neglecting the pxcterm in the PSE analysis
top front part of the plate bottom rear part of the plate

 Initial Conditions 
the decomposition 
  
 of the disturbance function Within the
PSEassumption second and higher xcderivatives are neglected in the se
ries and the resulting equation is introduced into the auxiliary condition

	 and  together with a similar expansion of the base flow  into the PSE

		 Requiring the validity of the resulting equations both at x  and in the
vicinity of x  leads to a system of equations for cx  cx xc qxc y
and qxc yxc Together with homogeneous boundary conditions this sys
tem can be solved as an eigenvalue problem As a mean between these two
approaches one can keep the nonparallel base flow terms in the operator
L of the PSE 
		 but neglect the chordwise changes of the disturbance
flow seminonparallel approach A schematic comparison between these
approaches is given in table 
	






















   
parallel Uc  Wc       
Table 
	 Schematic comparison between nonparallel seminonparallel
and parallel approach to generate initial conditions for the PSE
For    and c  	 spectra calculated using the seminonparallel ap
proach are shown for different xclocations in gure 

 Circles mark the
eigenvalues corresponding to the crossflow vortex considered in the previ
ous section It can be seen that this eigenvalue and the whole spectrum
changes rather rapidly near the neutral point of the disturbance
Figure 
 compares the growth rates ci of the crossflow vortex as pre
dicted by the three approaches to generate initial conditions and shows that
the nonparallel terms have a destabilizing effect Disturbance proles of
this vortex calculated at xc  
 using the three different approaches are
compared in gure 
 The proles are scaled such that the maximum of
jucj is equal to one In agreement with previous investigations of transonic
boundary layers cf Stolte et al  the disturbance maximum is found to
be closer to the wall if a nonparallel approach is used For the uc and wc
proles nonparallel and seminonparallel results differ much less between
each other than from parallel results The wallnormal component of the
disturbance velocity increases from the classical parallel prediction via semi
nonparallel theory to the local procedure
Growth rates from PSEcalculations initialized with different initial condi
tions are compared in gure 
 The approach used to calculate initial con
ditions influences the position of the neutral point and disturbance ampli
cation in a region of about  chord length Previous investigations see
eg Simen et al  Stolte et al  have shown a destabilizing effect of
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 Spatial seminonparallel eigenvalue spectra for    and
c  	 at different xclocations Circles mark the eigenvalues correspond
ing to the crossflow vortex

















 Growth rate ci of crossflow vortex c  	 as predicted by
























 Eigenfunctions of disturbance velocity components as predicted
by different approaches for a crossflow vortex with spanwise wave number
c  	 at xc  

 Linear Nonlocal Instability Analysis
nonparallel and nonlocal terms in the instability equations Figure 
 indi
cates that this effect is also present in an extended region of the flow if the
nonparallel and nonlocal terms are considered or neglected only in the equa
tions used to calculate initial conditions while the PSE remain unchanged
Most consistent with the PSE formulation are the nonparallel initial condi

















 Growth rate cphys of crossflow vortex c  	 with different
initial conditions specied for the PSE at xc  

In comparison to the differences due to different approaches to gener
ate initial conditions the choice of the chordwise location where the PSE
calculation is started from has rather small influence on disturbance ampli
cation Figure 
 shows this effect for nonparallel initial conditions specied
at three different xcpositions Even though the third step of a calculation
started at xc  
 already gives a positive growth rate of the crossflow
vortex neutral point and growth rate do not change very much if the PSE
are initialized further upstream However initializing the PSE downstream
of the neutral point leads to noticeable transients from the nonparallel ini
tial conditions to the PSE results If possible initial conditions for the PSE
should hence be specied at a chordwise location where the disturbance
of interest is still damped











Start at xc = 0.03
Start at xc = 0.05
Start at xc = 0.10
Figure 
 Growth rate cphys of crossflow vortex c  	 with nonpar
allel initial conditions specied for the PSE at different chordwise positions
 Parametric Investigations
If the method of constant frequency and constant spanwise wave number
as described in section 
	 is used to calculate growth rates the evolution
of single disturbances is traced in a physically consistent way in the frame of
linear nonlocal instability theory However it is not known a priori which
disturbances  ie disturbances of which frequency and spanwise wave num
ber  exhibit the highest growth rates at different positions on the plate
Linear PSEcalculations for different parameters give an overview over the
instability properties of the flow and are a prerequisite for the selection of
disturbance modes for nonlinear instability analysis
The model conguration of the DLR swept plate experiment has been in
vestigated in detail for a variety of free stream conditions both experimen
tally and numerically Bieler  showed that the experimentally observed
cf NitschkeKowsky  wave numbers of crossflow vortices and the fre
quencies of traveling disturbances agree with the parameters of strongly
amplied modes according to temporal linear instability theory His investi
gations where the measured mean flow is approximated by a FalknerSkan
Cooke flow further conrmed that the spanwise wave length of steady vor
tices with strongest amplication is almost constant in chordwise direction
Janke  used a measured velocity distribution in the potential flow as
 Linear Nonlocal Instability Analysis
xc
β c





500 Δγc,phys = 2
Figure 
 Growth rates cphys of crossflow vortices f   in dependence of
their spanwise wave number c The outer contour line indicates the neutral
curve cphys   The vortex with c  	 marked by the dashed line is
used as fundamental primary disturbance in chapters  and 
boundary condition for the calculation of a laminar base flow which he in
vestigated using both spatial local instability theory and PSE computations
For free stream conditions similar to those specied in chapter 	 he found
spanwise wave lengths 	zc of vortices with strongest amplication accord
ing to spatial local instability theory varying between  mm c  
at xc   and  mm c  
 at xc  	
Growth rates of steady crossflow vortices are shown in gure 
 for PSE
calculations with different spanwise wave numbers c The peak between
xc  
 and xc  
 must be interpreted with some care since the growth
rates predicted in this region are very sensitive to small changes in the pres
sure distribution Downstream of xc  
 the growth rates of disturbances
do not change very much in chordwise direction Vortices with spanwise
wave numbers c between 
 and 
 exhibit the highest growth rates
downstream of xc  

The evolution of crossflow vortices has been studied in detail for the free
stream conditions specied in chapter 	 using nonlinear equilibrium solu
tions cf Koch et al 
 and spatial DNS cf M uller  These investiga
tions are guided by the measurements of M uller  who observed cross
flow vortices with spanwise wave length 	zc   mm As in M uller 
	 Parametric Investigations 
and in Koch et al 
 this disturbance will be considered as fundamental
primary disturbance for the nonlinear PSE calculations in chapter 
Integral disturbance amplication as predicted by linear instability analysis










where A  denotes the initial amplitude of the disturbance at the neutral
point It has to be kept in mind however that the initial disturbance am
plitude A  does not enter the linear instability equations which assume the
disturbance to be innitesimally small Figure 
 a shows N factors at the
end of the test plate xc   for crossflow vortices with different spanwise
wave numbers Maximal integral amplication can be observed for vortices
with c  
 This is partly due to the very strong amplication of vortices
with spanwise wave numbers between c  
 and c  
 in the region
near the attachment line
Integral amplication of traveling disturbances with c  	 is shown in
gure 
 b where the frequency is nondimensionalized by






Here positive frequencies denote waves traveling towards the leading edge
while negative frequencies denote waves traveling away from the leading
edge The tail for f   is again due to disturbance amplication in
the region near the attachment line It can be seen that traveling cross
flow modes with frequencies around f   experience signicantly stronger
amplication than steady crossflow vortices with the same spanwise wave
number Figure 
 summarizes the growth rates of these waves









of different crossflow modes with spanwise wave number c  	 and
the orientation c of the potential streamline with respect to the xcaxis is
shown in gure 
 Downstream of xc   this relative orientation is
almost constant in xcdirection The axis of the vortex f   is oriented at
about  from the potential streamline with increasing frequency this angle
increases to about  for f   and even further for waves with higher
frequencies and rather low growth rates



































 N factors at xc   from PSE calculations for crossflow vortices
f   with different spanwise wave numbers c a and for waves with
different frequencies f and spanwise wave number c  	 b
	 Parametric Investigations 
xc
f








 Growth rates cphys of crossflow modes with spanwise wave
number c  	 in dependence of their frequency f  The outer contour
line indicates the neutral curve cphys   The steady vortex f   is




















 Angle between potential streamline and propagation direction




Nonlinear Instability Analysis and
Disturbance Interaction
Interactions between disturbance modes amplitude saturation and mean
flow distortion can only be captured by a nonlinear instability analysis
These features of nonlinear PSE computations are illustrated for the plane
Poiseuille flow at Re   For the base flow of the DLR swept plate exper
iment stationary crossflow vortices which can be expected to dominate the
transition process in lowturbulence environments are studied in detail The
spanwise wave length of the considered vortex is  mm By means of non
linear interaction the presence of the vortex generates additional inflection
points in the distorted meanflow proles The typical halfmushroom struc
ture develops in the total flow eld In addition small vortices very near to
the wall are found in the distorted flow
The presence of traveling crossflowwaves here a wave with spanwise wave
length  mm and frequency 
 Hz is considered signicantly reduces the
amplication of stationary vortices if the wave reaches high amplitudes ear
lier than the vortex However traveling waves do not strongly affect the
evolution of stationary vortices once the vortices have reached high ampli
tudes
One central result from the nonlinear PSE analysis is that unique saturation
amplitudes do neither exist for stationary crossflow vortices nor for travel
ing crossflow waves This phenomenon is illustrated by articially freezing
the laminar base flow at various chordwise locations and it is explained by
means of a spatial bifurcation model

 Nonlinear Instability Analysis and Disturbance Interaction
 Theoretical Background
In the derivation of the linear PSE 
		 product terms of disturbance quan
tities are neglected As a consequence the evolution of single disturbances
can be studied independently for each mode Interactions between different
disturbances are not captured by any linear instability theory Furthermore
linear theory is based on the concept of innitesimally small disturbances
When the velocity fluctuations of disturbances reach the level of about 
of the free stream velocity the linear equations are no longer valid A big
advantage of the PSE is their ability to consistently incorporate nonlinear
effects like amplitude saturation nonlinear mean flow distortion and dis
turbance interaction However retaining the nonlinear terms 
	  

in the disturbance equations requires the consideration of some additional
aspects of the PSE which  taking pattern from Bertolotti  and Herbert

  are outlined in this section
As in the linear formulation the disturbance flow eld q is assumed to be
periodic in time t and spanwise direction zc while the xcdependence is ex
panded in terms of slowly varying functions of xc For numerical studies only
a nite number of modes in the resulting flow eld can be considered and
the physical disturbance flow eld takes the form














The choice of   and c  corresponds to choosing the computational domain
in a NavierStokes simulation The physical solutions of the PSE have to be
real Thus
qlnk	xc y  q
y




Disturbance amplication and chordwise wave number c depend on the
chordwise coordinate xc as in the linear ansatz 
  
 In addition
formulation   	 allows for the existence of several modes with the
same spanwise wave number c angular frequency  and different chord
wise wave number c which thus have different phase velocity c   cr
This additional degree of freedom is connected with a difculty in the anal
ysis of disturbance interaction A single disturbance mode takes the form
qlnk	xc y zc t  qlnk	xc ye
iclnkxc	
kczclt  cc 
and can be denoted by an index vector
p  l n k 

 Theoretical Background 	
where p and p refer to the same physical disturbance The interaction of
two modes p  and p generates product terms with indicesp p and p p
Unless they are neglected those terms have to be compensated by distur
bance modes with corresponding wave numbers and frequencies If such a
disturbance is not present in the considered flow eld it is generated and
added to the spectrum of disturbance modes
As far as spanwise wave number c and angular frequency  are concerned
the relevant procedure is obvious since these quantities are constants and
can take on only values that are integer multiples of c  and   If these
values are inside the discretized spectra Kc   Kc  and L   L 
respectively the corresponding terms can be ranged in the group of consid
ered disturbances otherwise they are neglected The complex exponent c
however is unknown a priori and depends on xc Hence the chordwise wave
number cr can not be integrated into a discrete wave number spectrum
without further ado A discretization of the chordwise wave number spec
trum and hence a compensation of the above mentioned product terms by
suitable disturbance modes can be obtained by employing a modied form
of the auxiliary condition 
	 for every disturbance mode
In order to derive this condition let cr  be the smallest positive chordwise
wave number to be resolved by the PSE calculation The product term with
indices l  l  and k  k  is then expanded into a series of exponential func
tions in xc with exponents iclnk	 n  Z The real parts of clnk	 n  Z
are required to fall into intervals with length d around integer multiples of
cr 
jcrlnk	  ncr j  d n  fN  Ng 
Thus if a disturbance l n k interacts with a disturbance l n k two









k	  n  ncr j  d 
and
jcrllnnkk	  n  ncr j  d 
respectively Hence in the set of possible disturbances with respect to the
specic discretization for each product term exists a disturbance p with a
spanwise wave number crp differing less than d from n ncr  or n
ncr  and consequently less than d from the chordwise wave number of
the corresponding product term If wave numbers and angular frequency of
p are within the bounds of the corresponding spectra p can compensate the
contribution of the product term in the nonlinear PSE The additional slow
xcvariation due to the difference between crp and crp 
p or crp p is









dy   
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where
fcrp  crp  ncr  
For sufciently high values of the weight  the chordwise wave number
crp is constrained to stay in the vicinity of ncr  This leads to an increasing
xcvariation of the amplitude function qp and hence of the error due to
the PSE approximation Often the chordwise wave numbers of disturbances
naturally are integer multiples of each other In this case small values of 
eg    are appropriate For    the auxiliary condition  passes
into form 
	
Introducing ansatz   	 into the nonlinear disturbance equations 

 







Npqp  rp 
where  as in 
		  the operators Lp Mp and Np act only in y The PSE
 are solved together with the auxiliary condition  The righthand














Initial conditions for each disturbance are generated as in linear studies Usu
ally only a small number of disturbances is initialized at x  Due to nonlinear
forcing additional modes are generated in the course of the computation
Together with appropriate boundary conditions equations  and 
can be integrated downstream In the iterative solution at each xcposition
the evaluation of the righthand side rp is retarded by one iterate in the
Newton procedure so that rp contains no unknowns As in linear PSE analy
sis homogeneous boundary conditions 
	
 at the wall and at the bound
ary layer edge can be specied for all modes except the nonlinear mean
flow distortion p     The wallnormal velocity component v of this
mode does not go to zero at the boundary layer edge due to the changes
in displacement thickness of the boundary layer caused by the growth of
disturbances Thus




is the appropriate boundary condition for the mean flow distortion

 Nonlinear Growth in a Parallel Base Flow 
 Nonlinear Growth in a Parallel Base Flow
In order to illustrate main features of nonlinear PSE calculations and to set a
starting point for the discussion of nonlinear amplitude saturation a parallel
base flow is investigated in this section
As a prototype for shear flows and to illustrate fundamentals of theories the
plane Poiseuille flow has been examined by many investors because it is an
exact solution of the NavierStokes equations with a nite critical Reynolds
number Details of linear and nonlinear instability properties of this flow are
given in the textbook by Drazin  Reid  The plane Poiseuille flow an
incompressible flow between two parallel plates at rest as depicted in gure


















Figure  Plane Poiseuille flow Laminar base flow and coordinate system
In nondimensional form and together with homogeneous boundary condi
tions at the plates
U  U   
the laminar base flow can be written as
Uy   y dP
dx
 const 
where the reference length L  h is half the channel width and the
reference velocity Ucl is the velocity at the center of the channel Dening






the linear and nonlinear instability properties of this flow can be exam
ined A numerical study of the corresponding OrrSommerfeld equation has













Figure 	 Modulus of disturbance proles of wave with   
	 and
r   in plane Poiseuille flow at Re   spatial linear theory
been performed by Orszag 	 who obtained a critical Reynolds number
Recrit  
 The disturbance with neutral stability at Recrit has a stream
wise wave number crit  
 and a phase velocity c  crit  
As starting point for the nonlinear calculations the unstable eigenmode has
been computed for the supercritical Reynolds number Re   and the
streamwise wave number    This mode has the temporal growth rate
i   
  and the angular frequency r  
	
According to spatial theory this mode with   
	 has a growth rate
i  	
 
  The disturbance proles of this wave which is denoted by
   according to the nomenclature introduced in section  are shown
in gure 	 If this mode is initialized at some low amplitude and traced
downstream using the nonlinear PSE its amplitude rst increases with a
growth rate similar to that predicted by linear theory The forcing due to the
nonlinear terms results in a nonlinear distortion of the mean flow absorbed
into mode    and the generation of higher modes n n  Due to its
nonlinear deformation the stability properties of the mean flow change as
can be seen from gure 
 In comparison with the amplication predicted
by linear theory the growth rate of mode    rst increases slightly Fur
ther downstream all disturbances including the mean flow distortion stop
growing a saturated state is attained The nonlinear deformation of the
mean flow in the saturated state is illustrated in gure  As can be seen
from gure  the saturation amplitude does not depend on the initial am
plitude of the disturbance If the wave is initialized at higher amplitude the
same nonlinear saturated state is achieved


























 Nonlinear amplication of disturbance with   
	 in plane
















Figure  Distorted mean flow prole in the saturated nonlinear state















Figure  Nonlinear amplication of disturbance with   
	 and var
ious initial amplitudes in plane Poiseuille flow at Re   Modes up to
   are considered in the computation
 Nonlinear Amplication of Cross	Flow Vortices
According to linear instability theory traveling crossflow modes have higher
growth rates than stationary vortices see section 
 While vortices are
generated by surface roughness traveling waves are produced by the inter
action of free stream turbulence with the boundary layer In spite of their
lower growth rates crossflow vortices can therefore be expected to domi
nate the transition process in lowturbulence environments as found in free
flight For that reason the nonlinear evolution of a crossflow vortex with
spanwise wave length 	zc   mm c  	 without any traveling distur
bances present in the flow eld is investigated in this section The interaction
of stationary and traveling crossflow modes is studied in section  Unless
explicitly mentioned the disturbance amplitudes are presented in terms of
the maximum of the disturbance velocity component jucj in xcdirection not
in direction of the potential streamline For stationary vortices the max
imum is determined both in xc and zcdirection For the spectral colloca
tion method in ydirection four subdomains with  Chebyshev polynomi
als are used in the computations considering up to four harmonics of the
fundamental mode If more harmonics are considered seven subdomains
with  polynomials are used For the comparison between the amplitudes

 Nonlinear Amplication of CrossFlow Vortices 

presented by different authors it should be mentioned that the total free
stream velocity Q    ms is used as reference velocity in this work while
B M uller  and W M uller  use the component normal to the leading
edge of the plate U    ms and Koch et al 
 use the local reference




sin     cp cos  
i

For the PSE computations presented in this section only the mode   is
initialized by a solution of the linear nonparallel local procedure see section

 at xc   The nonlinear mean flow distortion    and the higher
modes n n are generated in the course of the downstream marching
by forcing due to the nonlinear terms Receptivity ie the generation of
vortices by surface roughness is not considered in the formulation Thus the
initial disturbance amplitude which plays an important role in the transi
tion process is an additional parameter Since the disturbance is initialized
upstream of the neutral point the amplitude at the neutral point is given
as initial disturbance amplitude This amplitude is jucjmax   
  in the
computation presented in gure  In the rst half of the plate the am
plication of the vortex   agrees with that predicted by linear the
ory Forced by nonlinear terms the mean flow distortion    and the
harmonic   grow with the fundamental vortex The amplitudes of
the forced modes    and   are of the order of the square of the
amplitude of the forcing mode   From gure 
 can be seen that
the harmonics of mode   are all stable according to linear instabil
ity theory At xc  
	 the fundamental vortex   has reached an
amplitude of  and starts to deviate from the linear prediction Nonlinear
saturation sets in The amplitude of the vortex reaches its maximum of 
at xc  
 There the mean flow distortion has an amplitude of 
 and
mode   has an amplitude of 
 Further downstream the ampli
tude of mode   in spite of large positive growth rates according to
linear instability theory even decays slightly to 
 at xc   where the
mean flow distortion has an amplitude of 
If the vortex   is initialized with a ten times higher amplitude of  

 at the neutral point xc   it exceeds  amplitude already at xc  
and consequently deviates earlier from the linear prediction as can be seen
in gure  It reaches an amplitude of  at xc  	 where the mean
flow distortion has an amplitude of  and continues to grow slowly
up to an amplitude of  at xc   There the mean flow distortion
has an amplitude of 	  signicantly lower than in the case where the
vortex   is initialized with an amplitude of  
  Even though
the amplitude of the fundamental vortex   increases monotonically
downstream of the neutral point if the mode is initialized with amplitude
 
 the higher modes   and   do not reach their maximal
amplitude at the end of the plate Mode   reaches an amplitude of
 at xc  		 and then decays to 
 at xc   mode   reaches
its maximum of  at xc  	 before it decays to 
 at the end of the

























Figure  Nonlinear amplication of crossflow vortex with spanwise wave
number c  	 and initial amplitude jucjmax   
 at xc   While
explicit initial conditions are specied for mode   only modes up to
  are considered in the computation
plate
Increasing the initial amplitude of mode   even further to  
 
leads to a deviation of the vortex amplitude from the linear prediction not
far downstream of the neutral point see gure  The vortex  
reaches an amplitude of  at xc   and its maximal amplitude of 		
at xc  	 where the amplitude of the mean flow distortion    is
	
 At the end of the plate the amplitude of mode   is decreased
to  that of the mean flow distortion to  This somewhat peculiar
observation  if the vortex is initialized with rather low amplitude it reaches
signicantly higher maximal amplitudes than if it is initialized with high am
plitude  is discussed in detail in section 
For the case shown in gure  disturbance proles of the fundamental
vortex and its three harmonics are depicted in gure  at different chord
wise positions us denotes the velocity component parallel to the potential
streamline ws the wallparallel velocity component perpendicular to the po
tential streamline While the higher modes do not play an important role at
xc  
 at xc   the amplitude of mode   is only about four times
as large as that of mode   At xc   the usprole of mode  




















Figure  Nonlinear amplication of crossflow vortex with spanwise wave
number c  	 and initial amplitude jucjmax   
 at xc   While
explicit initial conditions are specied for mode   only modes up to
  are considered in the computation
is no longer similar to proles computed using linear instability theory It
has developed a second maximum near the edge of the boundary layer The
evolution of the nonlinear mean flow distortion and the total mean flow
eld is shown in gure  The uscomponent of the distorted mean flow
proles at xc   and xc   exhibits inflection points
For the generation of the primarily distorted base flow for the secondary
instability analysis presented in chapter  the number of harmonics of the
fundamental vortex is increased to  in the PSEcomputation in order to re
solve the details of the distorted base flow In comparison with the compu
tation for identical initial conditions and four harmonics see gure  the
amplitude of mode   at the end of the plate changes from 
 to
	 that of the mean flow distortion reduces from  to  As can
be seen from gure  the harmonics with large spanwise wave number
are generated rather far downstream in the highly nonlinear region These
modes then grow very rapidly before they saturate or even decay again
Mode   the highest harmonic considered in the computation is
generated at xc   where mode  has reached an amplitude of
 already and the mean flow distortion    has an amplitude of 
Mode   reaches its maximal amplitude of 	 
  at xc  	 this




















Figure  Nonlinear amplication of crossflow vortex with spanwise wave
number c  	 and initial amplitude jucjmax   
 at xc   While
explicit initial conditions are specied for mode   only modes up to
  are considered in the computation
is about  of the maximal amplitude of mode   Further down
stream the amplitude of mode   decreases to 	 
  at the end
of the plate
In gures 	   isocontours of velocity components in vortex oriented
coordinates are shown for different chordwise positions The wallparallel
component u normal to the vortex axis is depicted in gure 	 for both
the disturbance flow eld modes      and the total flow
eld including the undisturbed base flow and the mean flow distortion At
xc   the disturbance u is small in comparison with the corresponding
mean flow component and the total flow eld exhibits only small span
wise variation Further downstream the disturbance amplitude and thus
the spanwise variation of U increase signicantly
The wallnormal velocity component v of the disturbance is signicantly
larger than that of the laminar base flow at xc   already and it dom
inates the structure of the total wallnormal velocity V  as can be seen from
gure 

By far the strongest velocity component in vortex oriented coordinates is
the wcomponent in direction of the vortex axis which encloses an angle
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Figure  Disturbance proles of crossflow vortex with spanwise wave num
ber c  	 and harmonics at different chordwise locations The initial
amplitude of the fundamental mode is jucjmax   
  at xc   as in
gure 
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Figure  Laminar base flow nonlinear mean flow distortion and total
mean flow eld as generated by a crossflow vortex with spanwise wave
number c  	 and its rst three harmonics The initial amplitude of
the vortex is jucjmax   
  at xc   as in gure 



















Figure  Nonlinear amplication of crossflow vortex with spanwise wave
number c  	 and initial amplitude jucjmax   
 at xc   While
explicit initial conditions are specied for mode   only modes up to
  are considered in the computation
of 
 with the potential streamline at xc   of 
 at xc  	 and
of  at xc   At xc   the presence of the vortices leads to small
spanwise variations of the velocity component W of the total flow eld see
gure  As the disturbance amplitude increases further downstream
the typical halfmushroom structure develops in the total flow eld
Due to the rotation of the crossflow vortices lowspeed fluid is moved from
the nearwall region into the outer part of the boundary layer and faster
fluid is transported closer to the wall This leads to layers of high shear
Wx and Wy in the outer part of the boundary layer which are
the cause of highfrequency secondary instability near the boundary layer
edge see chapter 
For xc  	 the velocity components perpendicular to the vortex axis are
summarized in aUV vector plot shown in gure  Selected streamlines
projected onto the xyplane illustrate the action of the crossflow vortices
rotating in clockwise direction In addition they reveal the existence of small
counterclockwise rotating vortices very near to the wall Such vortices have
also been found by Malik et al  in a PSE analysis of swept Hiemenz flow
and by Wintergerste  Kleiser  in a temporal DNS of the DLR swept plate
experiment
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Figure 	 Disturbance velocity u top and total velocity U bottom in
xyplane from PSE computation for a crossflow vortex with spanwise wave
number c  	 and  harmonics see gure  The initial amplitude
of the vortex   is jucjmax   
  at xc   Dashed lines indicate
negative values
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10 xc = 1.0 ΔV = 0.003
Figure 
 Disturbance velocity v top and total velocity V bottom in
xyplane from PSE computation for a crossflow vortex with spanwise wave
number c  	 and  harmonics see gure  The initial amplitude
of the vortex   is jucjmax   
  at xc   Dashed lines indicate
negative values
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Figure  Disturbance velocity w top and total velocity W bottom in
xyplane from PSE computation for a crossflow vortex with spanwise wave
number c  	 and  harmonics see gure  The initial amplitude
of the vortex   is jucjmax   














Figure  U  V vector plot and streamlines projected onto x  yplane
at xc  	 from PSE computation for a crossflow vortex with spanwise wave
number c  	 and  harmonics The initial amplitude of the vortex
  is jucjmax   
  at xc   Modes up to   are consid
ered in the computation
 Wave	Vortex Interaction
While stationary vortices originate from surface roughness traveling cross
flow waves are generated by free stream turbulence B M uller  exper
imentally observed that the presence of traveling waves can lower the am
plication of steady vortices This observation was conrmed in temporal
numerical simulations by Wagner  in spatial numerical simulations by
W M uller  in largeeddy simulations by Huai et al 
 and in inves
tigations using the PSE by Malik et al  and by Bertolotti  Deyhle
 Bippes  showed that high turbulence levels Tu   and smooth
surfaces are necessary for the traveling waves to dominate the transition
process
The interaction of traveling and stationary crossflow disturbances is dis
cussed in this section for a crossflow vortex with spanwise wave number
c  	 and its rst three harmonics as considered in section 
 The
traveling wave has the same spanwise wave number as the vortex the di
mensional frequency of this mode is chosen to be f   
 Hz as in the
	 Nonlinear Instability Analysis and Disturbance Interaction
spatial numerical simulation of W M uller  This corresponds to a nondi
mensional frequency of f  

 As can be seen from gure 
 this
mode exhibits signicantly higher growth rates than the stationary vortex
The chordwise wave number c of the traveling wave is about  times
that of the vortex at all chordwise positions Hence the vortex is denoted
by   the wave by   Due to nonlinear forcing a mean flow
distortion    and the harmonics of both modes ie the modes 	 
    and       are generated In ad
dition the interaction of these modes yields many other disturbance modes
like   and    With spectrum limits LNK     as used in
the computations presented in this section the set of nonlinearly generated
disturbance modes is summarized in table 
   
   	        
       
   
    
      
       
     	        
               	 
   
        	
Table  Modes generated in different stages of nonlinear interaction
between stationary crossflow vortex   and traveling wave  
for spectrum limits LNK    
The index vectors p  l n k of all modes present in the computations
are linear combinations of the index vectors pwave    and pvortex 
  Hence they lie on a plane spanned by pwave and pvortex in index
space The projection of this plane onto the l  kplane as shown in gure
 still allows a unique identication of all modes involved in the interac
tion While the index n for the chordwise wave number c is not necessary
to identify a disturbance mode in this type of wavevortex interaction as a
















Negative n corresponds to a mode traveling towards the leading edge













































Figure  Nonlinear interaction between wave   and vortex
  in index space The nonlinear forcing in the rst interaction stage
is indicated by arrows
	
 Nonlinear Instability Analysis and Disturbance Interaction
In the interaction scenarios shown in gures    the crossflow vortex
is initialized with an amplitude jucjmax   
  as in the computation pre
sented in gure  In environments with very low free stream turbulence
the traveling waves can be expected to have signicantly lower initial ampli
tudes than the stationary vortices Such a case is shown in gure  where
the wave   is initialized such that at its neutral point at xc  
 it





















Figure  Interaction between a crossflow vortex with spanwise wave
number c  	 and a traveling crossflow mode with the same spanwise
wave number and frequency f  

 The initial amplitude jucjmax of the
vortex is  
  at xc   as in gure  that of the wave is  
  at
its neutral point at xc  

At this low amplitude a signicant influence of the wave on the evolution of
the vortex cannot be expected Both disturbances grow as predicted by lin
ear PSE computations Due to its far higher amplitude the vortex dominates
the forcing of the mean flow distortion The vortex 	  is forced at sim
ilar amplitude as the mean flow distortion while modes   and   
experience much less forcing and the wave   does not reach an am
plitude of  before xc   where the fundamental wave has an ampli
tude of 	 
  The wave   grows faster than the vortex   up
to xc   where nonlinear saturation sets in As in the case without waves
the fundamental vortex reaches an amplitude of  at xc  
	 and starts
to deviate from the linear prediction Even though the wave   has






















Figure  Interaction between a crossflow vortex with spanwise wave
number c  	 and a traveling crossflow mode with the same spanwise
wave number and frequency f  

 The initial amplitude jucjmax of the
vortex is  
  that of the wave is  
 
reached an amplitude of only  at this location its growth rate also re
duces in comparison with linear theory At xc   this mode reaches an am
plitude maximum of  While the vortex   continues to grow the
amplitude of wave   starts to oscillate indicating a quasiequilibrium
state The maximal amplitude of the fundamental vortex is  at xc  	
where the mean flow distortion    has an amplitude of 

The comparison between these results and the case where only vortices are
considered shows that the evolution of vortices and mean flow distortion is
not affected very much by the presence of crossflow waves after the vortices
have reached high amplitudes A mean flow strongly distorted by high am
plitude crossflow vortices suppresses the growth of crossflow waves despite
of their higher growth rates according to linear instability theory However
this does not justify the neglect of traveling waves in quiet environments In
spite of the low initial amplitude of mode   all modes present in the
computation have amplitudes above 
 at the end of the plate
A completely different picture arises if the traveling wave is initialized at a
ten times higher amplitude of  
 This scenario is shown in gure 
Only in the front part of the plate the flow eld is dominated by the vortex
  which is initialized at an amplitude of  
  Due to its higher



















Figure  Interaction between a crossflow vortex with spanwise wave
number c  	 and a traveling crossflow mode with the same spanwise
wave number and frequency f  

 The initial amplitude jucjmax of the
vortex is  
  that of the wave is  
 
growth rate in the linear regime the wave   surpasses the vortex in
amplitude at xc   where both modes have amplitudes of about 

At xc  
 the wave reaches an amplitude of  and the growth rates
of wave and vortex start to decrease A rst amplitude maximum of 
is reached by the wave at xc   where the vortex reaches an amplitude
maximum as well However the amplitude of the vortex   is only
 it saturates at a much lower amplitude than in the case without waves
present in the flow eld At xc   the mean flow distortion has an
amplitude of 	 While this mode continues to grow monotonically further
downstream the amplitudes of both vortex and wave start to oscillate at
xc   The amplitudes at the maxima increase to 
 at xc   for the
vortex and  at xc  	 for the wave
If the initial amplitude of the wave   is again increased by a factor of
ten to  
  see gure  it exceeds the vortex   at xc  
where both modes have an amplitude of  
  The wave reaches 
amplitude at xc   where the fundamental vortex has grown to 
and the mean flow distortion has an amplitude of  In spite of the
low amplitude of the mean flow distortion the vortex growth already starts
to decrease in comparison with the linear prediction The amplitude of the


 WaveVortex Interaction 	
vortex reaches a rst maximum of 
 at xc  
 and it decreases slightly
to 
 at xc  
 before it increases to its second maximum of  at
xc   It then again increases to  at xc  		 and raises to  at
the end of the plate
In summary the presence of high amplitude traveling waves in the flow eld
leads to amplitudes of the fundamental vortex which are about by a fac
tor of 	 smaller than in the case without waves present in the flow eld
These results are in agreement with the ndings of Malik et al  and of
Bertolotti 
At xc   the wave   has an amplitude of 
 the mean flow dis
tortion has reached  The amplitude of the wave increases to  that
of the mean flow distortion to  at the end of the plate As a result of the
strong suppression of the vortex   the harmonics of this mode and
all modes generated by nonlinear interaction between waves and vortices
reach comparably low amplitudes as well Even mode   the highest
harmonic of the fundamental wave   which is inside the spectrum
limits of the computation with an amplitude of  at the end of the plate
clearly exceeds all modes forced by vortexvortex or wavevortex interaction
Isocontours of the velocity component us in direction of the potential
streamline the orientation of the vortex axis differs slightly between the
runs with different wave amplitudes are compared in gures 	 and 	
for the different cases Figure 	 shows the contribution of the vortices
     to the flow eld at xc  	 If the traveling wave is
initialized with an amplitude of  
  not only the amplitudes of the
vortices but also the velocity proles of these disturbances are very similar
to those in the case without waves present in the flow eld In the cases dom
inated by traveling waves the usproles develop a clear second maximum
further away from the wall This second maximum of jusj even exceeds the
near wall maximum of the disturbance velocity in the case with high initial
amplitude of the traveling wave As a result of the reduced vortex ampli
tude the spanwise variation of the total stationary flow eld decreases very
much with increasing initial amplitude of the traveling wave as can be seen
from gure 	 where in addition to the vortices the nonlinear mean flow
distortion and the laminar base flow are considered for the computation of
the flow eld
The amplitude evolution of the stationary vortices is summarized in gure
		 for the different interaction cases In this plot the total fluctuation
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6 Δus = 0.001with wave: 4.2 ⋅ 10
-5
Figure 	 Contribution of the vortices      to the flow
eld at xc  	 for different initial amplitudes of the traveling wave Plot
ted are isocontours of the velocity component in direction of the potential
streamline Dashed lines indicate negative values






































6 ΔUs = 0.06with wave: 4.2 ⋅ 10
-6
Figure 	 Stationary part of total velocity Us at xc  	 from PSE compu
tations for a wavevortex interaction with different initial amplitudes of the
traveling wave
 Nonlinear Instability Analysis and Disturbance Interaction
is used to combine the contribution of all vortex modes into one measure of
vortex amplitude In addition to the reduction of vortex amplitude by the
the presence of traveling waves this plot illustrates the oscillatory behavior
of the vortex amplitude in the nonlinear stage indicating a quasiequilibrium
state A similar phenomenon  the reduction of disturbance amplitude in a
region with high growth rates predicted by linear theory  has also been ob
served in section 
 with only stationary vortices present in the flow eld
The term quasiequilibrium state must however be used with great care
since the properties of the laminar base flow change with the chordwise
coordinate xc In the next section these features of vortex amplitude satu
ration are discussed in more detail
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with wave: 4.2 ⋅ 10-7
with wave: 4.2 ⋅ 10-6
with wave: 4.2 ⋅ 10-5
Figure 		 Total fluctuation energy E of vortices      as
dened in equation 	 from PSE computations for a wavevortex inter
action with different initial amplitudes of the traveling waves
 The 
Saturated State
The discussion of the amplitude evolution of stationary crossflow vortices in
section 
 led to the observation that changing the initial vortex amplitude
does not only affect the extent of the domain where linear instability theory
is valid It also has signicant influence on the nonlinear evolution of the
vortices In particular high vortex amplitudes at the end of the plate are not

	 The Saturated State 
reached if the vortex is initialized at high amplitude but if moderate initial
amplitudes are specied
Using quantity Exc as dened in equation 	 as measure of vortex am
plitude this phenomenon is illustrated in gure 	
 for stationary crossflow
vortices The abscissaE is plotted both on a linear scale top and on the com
monly used semilog scale bottom For the PSE computations solid lines
without symbols the crossflow vortex   has been initialized with dif
ferent amplitudes jucjmax  
   
   
   
   
  and
 
  With an initial vortex amplitude of  
   this corresponds to
the case shown in gure   the total fluctuation energy increases mono
tonically over the whole computational domain and reaches its maximum
E   
  at the end of the plate If the initial amplitude of the vortex
is increased by a factor of three to  
  the maximal fluctuation energy
reduces to 
	 
  This value is reached at xc   Further downstream
the fluctuation energy reduces monotonically to E  
 
  at the end
of the plate Increasing the initial amplitude further to  
  results in an
energy maximum of  
  at xc  	 The amplitude evolution of the
different modes is shown in gure  for these conditions At xc   the
fluctuation energy is reduced to  
  in this case
This phenomenon  higher initial vortex amplitudes lead to lower ampli
tudes at saturation  has been conrmed by Bongli  Kloker 	 using
spatial DNS For the pressure distribution 		 and the freestream parame
ters given in table 	 they computed the spatial evolution of the stationary
crossflow vortex and its harmonics for various initial disturbance amplitudes
and observed the same effect Two of their results are included in gure
	
 dashed lines While the general agreement between the results from
the spatial DNS and the PSE computations is very good the direct numeri
cal simulations predict slightly higher maximal disturbance amplitudes than
the PSE computations One reason for these small discrepancies might be a
difference in the initialization of the crossflow vortex In addition differ
ent methods have been used to calculate the laminar base flow for the two
approaches For our PSE computation the laminar base flow has been com
puted using rst order boundary layer theory as described in section 	

Bongli  Kloker used a spatial DNS code to compute the laminar base flow
for their analysis For the chordwise location xc   the wallparallel veloc
ity components Us and Ws as obtained by using these two approaches are
compared in gure 	 The small differences between the boundary layer
proles might be the cause of the small discrepancies between the PSE and
DNS results shown in gure 	

For comparison and in order to get a feeling for the initial amplitudes rele
vant for the DLR swept plate experiment the quantity Exc has also been
extracted from the PSE results for a stationary crossflow vortex obtained by
Bertolotti  These results included in gure 	
 as solid line with square
symbols have been obtained for a crossflow vortex generated by a steady








































 Total fluctuation energy E of stationary crossflow vortex with
spanwise wave number c  	 including the rst three harmonics on
linear scale top and semilog scale bottom Different lines correspond to
different initial amplitudes of the fundamental vortex DNS and PSE




































Figure 	 Laminar base flow at xc   as computed using rst order
boundary layer theory BLT and spatial direct numerical simulation DNS
The DNS has been performed by Bongli  Kloker 	
surface bump at xc  	 Even though the free stream conditions used
by Bertolotti  differ slightly from those described in chapter 	 the satu
ration behavior of the vortices agrees well with that observed in the other
studies A similar oscillatory behavior has been observed in PSE computa
tions by Malik et al  and in solutions obtained by nonlinear critical layer
theory cf Smith et al  Gajjar 	 Brown  Smith 
The circles in gure 	
 denote temporal nonlinear equilibrium solutions
for the same laminar base flow and the same parameters of the crossflow
vortex as used in the PSE computations These equilibrium solutions ob
tained by Koch cf Koch 	 for a FalknerSkanCooke similar boundary
layer base flow are discussed in detail in Koch et al 
 In contrast to the
PSE results the nonlinear equilibrium solutions do not depend on the initial
amplitude of the disturbance The temporal equilibrium solutions are com
puted under the parallelflow assumption ie the laminar base flow is as
sumed to be locally independent of xc The wallnormal velocity component
V of the laminar base flow is neglected nonlocal terms are only considered
using the similarity assumption In spite of these substantial differences in
the formulation the fluctuation energy of the temporal equilibrium solu
tions agrees very well with the envelope of the spatial PSE results
While the equilibrium solutions for a specic crossflow vortex only depend
on xc the results of PSE and DNS analysis are not attracted by a unique satu
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ration curve They rather indicate an oscillating state Using temporal DNS
Wagner  obtained timeperiodic disturbance equilibria for a Falkner


















Uce is the chordwise velocity component at the boundary layer edge as de
ned in equation 	 With the free stream parameters used in the PSE anal
ysis Reloc  	 corresponds to xc  	 For Reloc   and base flow pa
rameters similar to those used by Wagner  Meyer 
 observed station
ary equilibria in his temporal numerical simulations A comparison between
these results indicates a spatial Hopf bifurcation of the stationary solution
This explanation is in agreement with the results of Koch  who stud
ied equilibrium solutions of TollmienSchlichting waves in Blasius boundary
layer flow In an investigation of the nonlinear instability of stationary cross
flow vortices Gajjar 	 predicted nonlinear amplitude oscillation in three
dimensional boundary layer flow using asymptotic expansion methods In
the light of these results the decrease of disturbance energy discussed above
points to the fact that there exists a critical Reynolds number corresponding
to a chordwise location on the plate downstream of which a saturated cross
flow vortex does not represent a stable solution to the governing equations
In order to show this more clearly the oscillatory behavior of the vortex
amplitude has to be separated from the spatial development of the bound
ary layer This is achieved by articially freezing the laminar base flow as
follows For different freezing locations xcfreeze the evolution of a cross
flow vortex with spanwise wave number c  	 is studied using the PSE
marching procedure without updating the laminar base flow proles For
this procedure the complete undisturbed base flow proles are considered
ie wallnormal velocity component and streamwise derivatives are not ne
glected Even though the influence of the nonparallel terms on the results
of this pseudomarching turns out to be small one has to keep in mind that
this flow can not be realized in a laboratory However it proves to be suit
able to substantiate the spatial instability of the saturated stationary vortex
Results of the pseudomarching for different freezing locations are shown
in gure 	
In the front part of the plate  at xcfreeze    the crossflow vortex grows
exponentially if it is initialized with a small amplitude in the frozen base
flow By nonlinear forcing a nonlinear mean flow distortion and higher har
monics of the vortex are generated After this transient phase the vortex






















Figure 	 Total fluctuation energy E of stationary crossflow vortex with
spanwise wave number c  	 including the rst three harmonics for
different freezing locations xcfreeze of the laminar base flow Without updat
ing the laminar base flow proles the PSE are integrated along the pseudo
marching coordinate xcpseudo
reaches a unique saturation amplitude which does not vary with the pseudo
marching coordinate xcpseudo A very similar behavior can be observed for
xcfreeze   The saturation amplitude is independent of the initial condi
tions of the vortex as can be seen from gure 	 top where two com
putations with different initial amplitudes of the vortex are compared As
expected a lower initial amplitude only extends the region with transient
behavior to higher values of xcpseudo but it has no influence on the saturated
equilibrium state
At xcfreeze   the region with transient behavior extends to very high
values of xxpseudo The total fluctuation energy E of the vortex still exhibits
a damped oscillation For sufciently high values of xcpseudo a unique satu
ration amplitude can be expected However the low decay rate of the oscil
lation indicates that this location is not far upstream of a bifurcation point
where the saturated crossflow vortex becomes spatially unstable Down
stream of this spatial Hopf bifurcation stationary solutions with oscillatory
behavior in space exist as can be seen from the oscillation of fluctuation en
































Figure 	 Total fluctuation energy E of stationary crossflow vortex with
spanwise wave number c  	 including the rst three harmonics for
xcfreeze   top and xcfreeze  	 bottom In the computations shown
by the dashed lines the initial amplitude of the vortex is lower than in the
computations shown by the solid lines

	 The Saturated State 
ergy at all freezing locations downstream of xcfreeze   Figure 	 bot
tom shows that this oscillatory state is independent of the initial conditions
of the vortex in the sense that a change in initial amplitude only leads to a
phase shift of the nonlinearly oscillating fluctuation energy E as function
of xcpseudo The wave length of this oscillation is of the order of the chord
length of the plate For xcfreeze  	 one oscillation cycle covers a spatial
domain corresponding to about twice the length of the test plate This fact
makes it difcult to verify the bifurcation experimentally in a spatially evolv
ing base flow However the observation that a unique saturation state does
not exist calls for careful interpretation of numerical results regarding dis
turbance saturation and secondary instability Furthermore it emphasizes
















Figure 	 Total fluctuation energy E of traveling crossflow wave with
spanwise wave number c  	 and frequency f  

 including the
rst three harmonics Different solid lines correspond to different initial
amplitudes of the fundamental wave in the PSE computations
In the remainder of this section the bifurcation leading to spatially oscillat
ing solutions is discussed for traveling disturbances in the threedimensional
boundary layer flow of the DLR swept plate experiment Figure 	 shows
the evolution of total fluctuation energy E for a traveling wave with span
wise wave number c  	 and frequency f  

 this corresponds to a
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dimensional frequency f   
 Hz including its rst three harmonics The
PSE computations are performed with the initial amplitude jucjmax of the
fundamental wave varying between  
 and 	 
 If the wave is ini
tialized at very low amplitude it does not reach its maximal amplitude by the
end of the plate As observed for the stationary vortex the highest distur
bance amplitudes are reached if the wave is initialized with moderate am
plitudes For the wave with spanwise wave number c  	 and frequency
f  

 an initial amplitude jucjmax   
  at the neutral point of the
disturbance leads to the highest maximal fluctuation energy E  
 
 
at the end of the plate The amplitude of the fundamental mode reaches
jucjmax  
 at xc   for these initial conditions If the initial ampli
tude of the wave is further increased the location where the fluctuation
energy E reaches its maximum moves upstream and the maximal fluctua
tion energy decreases As for the stationary vortex no unique saturation
curve can be observed for the amplitude of the wave In contrast to the
behavior of the stationary vortex the amplitude ie the total fluctuation
energy of the traveling wave does not in all cases increase monotonically
until it reaches its global maximum It rather hesitates at some intermediate
value before it continues to grow to the global maximum This intermediate
value of total fluctuation energy depends on the chordwise location xc and
agrees well with the fluctuation energy of temporal nonlinear equilibrium
solutions computed by Koch for the same wave see Koch et al 

This behavior points to an equilibrium solution which  even though it is
probably spatially unstable  has some influence on the amplitude evolution
of the traveling wave As for the stationary vortex a spatial Hopf bifurca
tion downstream of xc   is substantiated by investigating the amplitude
evolution of the wave in a PSE pseudomarching For different freezing lo
cations xcfreeze this evolution is summarized in gure 	 The influence
of the unstable equilibrium solution on the nonlinearly oscillating solution
downstream of the bifurcation point can not only be observed in the tran
sient phase of the the spatial oscillation As can be seen from gure 	 this
influence continues to exist in the region of periodic nonlinear oscillation























Figure 	 Total fluctuation energy E of traveling crossflow wave with
spanwise wave number c  	 and frequency f  

 including the
rst three harmonics for different freezing locations xcfreeze of the lami
nar base flow Without updating the laminar base flow proles the PSE are
integrated along the pseudomarching coordinate xcpseudo


















Figure 	 Total fluctuation energy E of traveling crossflow wave with
spanwise wave number c  	 and frequency f  

 including the
rst three harmonics from PSE computation for xcfreeze  	 The dashed
line indicates the fluctuation energy of the corresponding temporal equilib
rium solution
Chapter 
Secondary Instability Analysis and
LaminarTurbulent Transition
A linear temporal secondary instability analysis of the primarily distorted
flow eld reveals the dependence of secondary highfrequency instability
on the amplitude of the primary vortices at signicantly lower computa
tional costs than a direct investigation using the PSE which at present is not
possible with state of the art desktop computers
In the limit of low primary vortex amplitude the lowfrequency waves cor
responding to traveling primary crossflow waves are recovered It is shown
that in the frame of Floquet theory secondary disturbances can propagate
only in direction of the primary vortex axis With increasing amplitude of the
primary vortex more and more unstable secondary disturbances are found
If the primary vortex amplitude is higher than 
 of the freestream veloc
ity highfrequency secondary disturbances located on the back of the pri
mary vortices where both spanwise and wallnormal shear of the distorted
base flow exhibit maxima by far exceed all other modes in growth and can
therefore be expected to play a central role in the transition process
 Introduction
In this chapter a temporal secondary instability analysis of stationary cross
flow vortices is presented Highresolution nonlinear PSE results as pre
sented in chapter  cf gure  are used as primarily distorted base flow
The secondary analysis is performed using Floquet theory cf Herbert 

After a discussion of the theoretical background and the numerical solution
procedure in the following two sections the growth rates and structures of
secondary disturbances are studied in section  There particular attention
is directed to highfrequency secondary disturbances
 Secondary Instability Analysis and LaminarTurbulent Transition
 Secondary Instability Theory
In a coordinate system oriented in the direction of the primary crossflow
mode see gure 	
 and moving with the propagation speed C of the pri
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the secondary instability equations are derived from the conservation equa





















































































For stationary primary disturbances C  
The total flow eld q  u v w p
T is decomposed in the following way
q  Q  q  q 
Following closely the derivation presented in Koch et al 
 decomposition
 is introduced into equations 	   and the equations satised by
the primarily disturbed flow eld are subtracted The steady laminar base
flow Q is then  in contrast to the investigations in the previous chapters 
assumed to be quasiparallel
Qy  Uy Wy P 
T  
	 Secondary Instability Theory 
Neglecting nonlocal terms of the nonlinear PSE solution the primary distur






























For small values of the weight  the generalized auxiliary condition 
takes care that the contribution of the amplitude function to the physical
wave number cf equation 
	 is small This justies the choice of the
real part of the chordwise wave number of the fundamental mode cr  in
equation  In equation  q denotes secondary disturbances










































































































































































































































































































v   

























In order to obtain an equation for the wallnormal velocity component of































































































v   	
together with the wallnormal vorticity equation  the continuity equa
tion  and the denition of vorticity  form the complete system
	 Secondary Instability Theory 	
of governing equations The boundary conditions for the secondary distur
bances are homogeneous at the wall and at the boundary layer edge
Since the coefcients of equations 	 and  are independent of t and
z and periodic in x Floquet theory cf Herbert 
 can be applied and
the solution can be expressed in normal modes of the form

BBBBBBBB
ux y z t
vx y z t
wx y z t
x y z t
x y z t




















where the wave number b of the secondary disturbance in direction of the
primary vortex axis is real and prescribed In the temporal approach used
here the Floquet exponent a is real and prescribes the detuning of the
primary wave number  normal to the vortex axis The complex eigenvalue
  r  ii gives the temporal growth rate r and the frequency shift i of
the secondary disturbance
The continuity equation  and the denition of vorticity  can now

















































Thus introducing  and 	 into equations 	 and  yields
a system of ordinary differential equations for the secondary disturbance
modes vn n


































SOSnmm   	
























SSQnmm   	
The complete structure of the convolution terms SOSnmm and S
SQ
nmm which
are functions of the primary disturbance velocity proles truncated at
m  Np is given in Koch et al 

 Numerical Solution Procedure
Equations 	 and 	 constitute an eigenvalue problem for the tem
poral eigenvalue  For numerical solution they are  with consideration of
the corresponding homogeneous boundary conditions  transformed into
algebraic form by means of Chebyshev collocation In order to sufciently
resolve the region near the edge of the boundary layer where the maxima
of the most amplied secondary disturbance eigenfunctions are expected
the physical domain y   ye in the direction normal to the plate is mapped
onto the computational domain     through a convolution of two
mappings cf Erlebacher  Hussaini 	 A hyperbolic tangent mapping














y  y  y  ln 

stretches the maps  onto the physical variable y In the computational do






 j    K   
	
While mapping 
 increases the density of collocation points in the re
gion near the wall mapping 
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where ycrit is a physical location near the edge of the boundary layer
eg ycrit  





measures the width of the concentration region and t controls the degree
of influence of the hyperbolic tangent term in 
 The quantities crit and
 in mapping 
 are determined by
lim
 





For the computations presented in this chapter K  

 collocation points
are used Once a fairly good estimate of the eigenvalue spectrum is found
by using an efcient global solver particular eigenvalues of interest  these
are mainly the unstable ones  are rened using local Wielandt iteration
cf Zurm uhl 
 High Frequency Secondary Instability
In this section a base flow distorted by stationary crossflow vortices is in
vestigated with respect to temporal secondary instability As primary distur
bance a crossflow vortex with spanwise wave number c  	 and initial
amplitude jucjmax   
  at xc   is considered The flow eld dis
torted by this vortex and its  harmonics is described in detail in section 

For these initial conditions of the primary disturbance secondary instability
can be investigated for a large range of primary vortex amplitudes As can
be seen from gure  strong nonlinear behavior can be observed down
stream of xc   but the vortex amplitude continues to grow monotoni
cally up to the end of the plate The amplitudes of the fundamental vortex
  its rst harmonic   and the mean flow distortion    are
summarized in table  for the chordwise locations discussed in this section
In order to make comparisons with results of other studies which use local
reference quantities easy the quantity QexcQ

  is also included in table

Unless otherwise mentioned the detuning parameter is    ie only the
fundamental type of secondary disturbances is considered This restriction is
supported by the results of Fischer et al 	 who found that the choice of
the detuning parameter only insignicantly affects the amplication rates
of highfrequency secondary disturbances in a FalknerSkanCooke flow and
of Balachandar et al  who made similar observations for a rotatingdisk
flow
 Secondary Instability Analysis and LaminarTurbulent Transition
jucjmax  
xc
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Table  Amplitude of primary disturbance modes and QeQ

  at different
positions on the plate
 Limit of Low Primary Vortex Amplitude
At very low amplitudes of the primary vortex no unstable highfrequency
mode can be expected As can be seen from gure  the global spectrum
at xc   contains two unstable eigenvalues These however refer to the
same physical disturbance mode The spectra for negative values of b are
complex conjugates to the spectra for the corresponding positive values of
b ie the sign of the frequency of the disturbance mode flips with the sign
of b
The dependence of the temporal growth rate r on the wave number b is
shown in gure 	 which is symmetric around b   The maximal tem
poral growth rate of the disturbance mode is r  	




  	 Hz This mode corresponds to a primary traveling
crossflow wave as can be seen from gure 
 where the j wjprole of the
disturbance obtained by secondary analysis is compared to the j wjprole of
a disturbance with the same wave number obtained using parallel primary
instability theory The good agreement between the two velocity proles
also serves as a check of the tools used for secondary instability analysis in
the limit of low primary disturbance amplitude
A j wjisocontour plot of this lowfrequency secondary disturbance is
shown in gure  top The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of
the total primarily disturbed flow eld and show the very small influence
of the primary crossflow vortex on the laminar base flow at xc   The con
tour spacing used for plotting the primarily distorted base flow is 
Q  in
all gures of the type of gure  unless otherwise mentioned Note that
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Figure  Temporal eigenvalue spectra at xc   with Ns   for b  
top and b   bottom

















Figure 	 Temporal growth rate r of secondary disturbance modes versus
wave number b at xc   Ns   The square symbols denote the unstable














 Comparison of j wjvelocity proles computed using primary
parallel and secondary instability theory in the limit of low primary vor
tex amplitude
	

























y × 103 = 1.87
Figure  Top j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode with b  

at xc   Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the total
primarily disturbed flow eld Bottom wisolines in a wallparallel plane
at distance y  	 
  from the wall At this location indicated by the
longdashed line in the top gure the maximum of j wj is found
 Secondary Instability Analysis and LaminarTurbulent Transition
the upper gure depicts the modulus of w corresponding to the rmsvalue
of the secondary disturbance A single disturbance wave would hence ap
pear as a set of wallparallel isolines The elliptical structures in gure 
top correspond to small modulations of the disturbance wave by the low
amplitude stationary crossflow vortex This influence is also illustrated by g
ure  bottom which shows wisolines in that wallparallel plane marked
by the longdashed line in the upper gure where the maximum of j wj is
found As expected further unstable eigenvalues could not be found by a
variation of b at this chordwise position
 Propagation of Secondary Disturbances
Before structure and growth of secondary disturbances are discussed in the
following subsections the propagation of these disturbances is briefly con
sidered here The solutions obtained by using primary linear instability the
ory see chapter 
 represent waves and vortices which  with respect to a
given coordinate system and at some given xcposition  each have uniquely
dened wave numbers  and  The local direction of wave propagation is









In the Floquet formulation 	 each normal mode is associated with its
own wave number in xdirection ie a  n while the variation in z
direction is captured by the single wave number b As a consequence in
the frame of Floquet theory the complete structure of the secondary distur






Only in the limit of zero primary vortex amplitude equations 	 and
	 decouple for the different normal modes The disturbance corre
sponding to a primary crossflow wave see subsection  is captured by a
single normal mode In this case it is possible and appropriate to compute
a phase velocity normal to the constant phase lines
The propagation velocity of secondary disturbances in the direction of the
primary vortex axis has been investigated both experimentally and numer
ically in previous studies In a secondary instability analysis of G ortler vor
tices Li  Malik  found the propagation velocity of secondary modes
to be about  of the velocity at the boundarylayer edge and showed
that the amplitudes of the secondary modes are concentrated in the region
corresponding to the critical layer in the case of neutral stability Similar re
sults have been obtained by Bottaro  Klingmann 
 Wang et al 
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analyzed the secondary instability of swept Hiemenz flow and obtained sig
nicantly higher propagation speeds especially for the modes which exhibit
very high growth rates at high primary vortex amplitudes This observation
is conrmed by the results of the present study
 Onset of High Frequency Secondary Instability
The rst additional unstable modes appear in the spectrum at xc   where
the amplitude jucjmax of the primary vortex is about  of the free stream
velocity Figures  and  show spectra for different wave numbers b at
this location For b   gure  three unstable eigenvalues exist Two
of them belong to the disturbance mode related to the primary crossflow
wave as discussed in subsection  The growth rate of this wave clearly
exceeds that of the other modes found at this chordwise location While for
b  

 the global spectrum does not contain any unstable eigenvalue
a slightly unstable mode appears again for b  	 see gure  For









Figure  Temporal eigenvalue spectrum at xc   for b   Ns  
A study of the dependence of the global spectra on the number of normal
modes considered in the secondary instability analysis is shown in gure 
For each normal mode  the number of these is Ns   see eqn 	
 one branch in the continuous part of the spectrum appears cf Hein et
al 
 Of particular interest is the dependence of the unstable eigenvalue
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Figure  Temporal secondary eigenvalue spectra for b  	 at xc  
with Np   and different NS
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on Ns For Ns   ie  normal modes this eigenvalue is not even unsta
ble for Ns   the growth rate r of this mode is about  of that ob
tained for Ns   Increasing the number of normal modes further does not
signicantly change this eigenvalue However if Ns is increased to  the
growth rate r of the disturbance deviates again from the value obtained
for Ns   This is probably due to problems with the numerical condi










Figure  Temporal growth rate r of secondary disturbance with b  	
at xc   for varying number of normal modes
Figure  summarizes the growth rates of the disturbances for varying b
Some properties of these modes for the wave numbers b where they exhibit
the highest growth rates r are listed in table 	
Mode b maximal growth r i f
 Hz ib
     

	  
 	  


   	 
 	
Table 	 Properties of unstable secondary disturbance modes at xc  
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Figure  Temporal growth rate r of secondary disturbance modes versus
wave number b at xc   Ns   The circles indicate the locations where
the j wjisolines shown in gures    have been extracted
For mode  j wjisolines in the x  yplane and wisolines in a wallparallel
plane near the maximum of j wj are shown in gure  In comparison
with the case of low primary vortex amplitude see gure  the strong
modulation of the secondary disturbance by the primary crossflow vortex
can be seen j wjisolines of mode 	 and mode 
 are shown in gures 
and  respectively
	

























y × 103 = 2.10
Figure  Top j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b 
 at xc   Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the
total primarily disturbed flow eld Bottom wisolines in a wallparallel
plane at distance y   
  from the wall as indicated by the long
dashed line in the top gure














Figure  j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode 	 with b   at
xc   Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the total














Figure  j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode 
 with b  
at xc   Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the total
primarily disturbed flow eld
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At xc  
 the variety of unstable modes is still rather easy to survey Fig
ure 	 summarizes the growth rates of the disturbances as function of the
wave number b in the direction of the primary vortex axis The highest tem
poral growth rate r is found for a disturbance with b  
 This mode has
a frequency f    Hz ie it can not be considered a highfrequency sec
ondary instability j wjisolines of this disturbance are shown in gure 

They look similar to those obtained for mode  at xc   The properties
of unstable modes are listed in table 
 for those wave numbers b where
the disturbances exhibit the highest growth rates r j wjisolines of some
modes indicated by circles in gure 	 are shown in gures 
  
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  	  	 	
Table 
 Properties of unstable secondary disturbance modes at xc  

A signicantly greater variety of unstable secondary disturbances is found
at xc   Even though the fundamental primary crossflow vortex has
an jucjmaxamplitude of only  at this location a number of secondary
modes with growth rates comparable to that of the primary disturbance can
be found The temporal growth rates r of these modes are summarized in
gure  Figure  shows their angular frequencies i which for each
mode is approximately proportional to the wave number b in direction of
the primary vortex axis Furthermore for some given b the frequencies of
all unstable secondary disturbances lie within a rather narrow band
Figures   		 show j wjisocontours of some selected secondary distur
bances as indicated by circles in gure  Main properties of these modes
are summarized in table 
The highest temporal growth rate reached at xc   is r  

 The wave
number b of the corresponding disturbance is  j wjisocontours of this
mode are shown in gure  Even though the distortion of the flow eld
by the primary vortex is still rather moderate a clear correlation between
the region of maximal secondary disturbance amplitude j wj and spanwise
shear of the flow eld W can be observed Following the nomenclature
used by Malik et al 	 and Koch et al 
 this mode is therefore classi
ed a mode Itype disturbance Note that roman numbering refers to a
classication of secondary disturbances while arabic numbering is used to
label the modes in a rather arbitrary way
 Secondary Instability Analysis and LaminarTurbulent Transition
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Figure 	 Temporal growth rate r of secondary disturbance modes versus
wave number b at xc  
 Ns   The circles indicate the locations
where the j wjisolines shown in gures 















 j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b  

at xc  
 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the
total primarily disturbed flow eld
	














Figure  j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode 	 with b  	
at xc  
 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the














Figure  j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b  
at xc  
 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the
total primarily disturbed flow eld




















Figure  Temporal growth rate r of secondary disturbance modes versus
wave number b at xc   Ns   The circles indicate the locations
























Figure  Angular frequency i of secondary disturbance modes versus
wave number b at xc   Ns  
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Table  Properties of unstable secondary disturbance modes at xc  
At its second amplication maximum of r   at b   here the
dimensional frequency f    Hz the j wjisocontours of this mode look
completely different As can be seen from gure  the amplitude dis
tribution is similar to that of mode  at xc  
 This indicates a possi
ble kinship of this disturbance with traveling primary waves Similar j wj
isocontours are found for mode 
 for b  		 gure 	 and mode 
not shown Mode 
 has a dimensional frequency f    Hz ie the
frequencies of these disturbances are rather low in comparison with those
of the other types of modes The j wjdistributions of mode 	 gure 	
and mode  not shown exhibit a variety of local maxima Hence a clear
classication of these disturbances is not possible
Finally a number of modes with the j wjmaximum in the region of rather
low shear can be observed Figure 		 shows j wjisocontours of mode 
for b  
	 The structure of modes   and  is very similar to that of
mode  A correlation between the location of the j wjmaximum of these
modes and inflection points of the primarily disturbed base flow could not
be found















Figure  j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b  
at xc   Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the














Figure  j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b   at
xc   Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the total
primarily disturbed flow eld
	














Figure 	 j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode 	 with b  	
at xc   Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the














Figure 	 j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode 
 with b  		
at xc   Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the
total primarily disturbed flow eld














Figure 		 j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b  
	
at xc   Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the
total primarily disturbed flow eld
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 Secondary Instability of a Strongly Distorted Base Flow
At xc  
 one secondary disturbance mode stands out clearly from the
set of unstable modes as shown in gure 	
 The square symbols in this
gure depict the growth rates of unstable modes as found in global analyses
for different wave numbers b It can be seen that while a large variety
of modes is unstable at small values of b for b   only one unstable
mode exists At b  	 the temporal growth rate of this mode exhibits
a maximum and the frequency of the mode is f    Hz For these
parameters j wjisocontours are shown in gure 	 It can be seen that
this mode which at xc  
 by far exceeds all other modes in temporal
growth clearly is of mode Itype While all other results depicted in gure
	
 are obtained with Ns   the growth rate of the most unstable mode
has also been computed with higher resolution Ns   The comparison
between the two curves obtained with different resolution indicates that
the number of normal modes necessary for full resolution in the secondary
instability analysis increases with increasing b While the growth rate of the
considered mode obtained with Ns   agrees very well with that obtained
with Ns   for b  



















 Temporal growth rate r of secondary disturbance modes ver
sus wave number b at xc  
 Ns   The circle indicates the location
where the j wjisolines shown in gure 	 have been extracted Square
symbols depict the growth rates of unstable modes as found in global anal
yses for different wave numbers b














Figure 	 j wjisolines of secondary disturbance with b  	 at xc 

 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the total
primarily disturbed flow eld
At xc  	 the temporal growth rate of the most unstable secondary distur
bance is r  	 This is more than ten times the growth rate of the mode
corresponding to a primary traveling crossflow wave as found at xc  
see gure 	 The wave number of this mode is b   the dimensional
frequency is f   	 Hz Figure 	 shows the growth rate r of this
mode for different values of Ns and indicates that for Ns   this is equiv
alent to 

 normal modes the growth rate does no longer depend on the
number of normal modes Furthermore Ns   is sufcient to resolve the
eigenfunctions of the corresponding secondary disturbance While all other
computations presented in this chapter are performed using a wallnormal
resolution of K  

 collocation points the growth rate r of the secondary
disturbance with b   has also been computed for Ns   withK  	

collocation points The result is included in gure 	 and agrees very well
with the corresponding result obtained using K  

 collocation points The
latter resolution in wallnormal direction is hence considered to be suf
cient In combination with K  

 collocation points in wallnormal direc
tion the consideration of 

 normal modes in the secondary analysis leads
to memory requirements of about  Megabytes for the local Wielandt it
eration One step in the Wielandt iteration takes about 
 minutes on a Sun
Ultra workstation ie the analysis can be performed on a standard desk
top workstation However the resolution can not be increased signicantly
if such computers are to be used
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Figure 	 Temporal growth rate r of secondary disturbance with b 



















Figure 	 Temporal growth rate r of secondary disturbance modes versus
wave number b at xc  	 Ns   The circles indicate the locations
where the j wjisolines shown in the following gures have been extracted
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Table  Properties of unstable secondary disturbance modes at xc  	
Temporal growth rates of unstable modes are shown in gure 	 Circles
mark the parameters of modes discussed in more detail below Main prop
erties of these modes are summarized in table  The mode which clearly
stands out from the set of unstable modes in terms of temporal growth rate
r is depicted in gures 	 and 	 As can be seen from the j wjisolines
shown in gure 	 top this mode mode  can be classied as mode I
type disturbance The maximum of the j wjdistribution is located between
x	   and x	   at the wallnormal distance y   
  For
this wallnormal location wisocontours in the wallparallel xzplane are
depicted in gure 	 bottom which illustrates the restriction of the ve
locity fluctuations of the secondary disturbance to narrow regions on the
back of the primary vortex These facts are also illustrated in gure 	
where wisolines are shown in xyplanes at different locations along the
primary vortex corresponding to different time points at some xed loca
tion The structure of the secondary disturbance is in good agreement with
phaseaveraged velocity proles of high frequency secondary disturbances
measured by Kawakami et al  who studied the stability characteristics of
stationary crossflow vortices with high amplitudes in the threedimensional
boundary layer on a swept plate cf Figure  in Kawakami et al 
The j wjmaximum of mode  see gure 	 correlates well with regions of
high spanwise shear Wx of the primarily distorted base flow as shown
in gure 	 cf the detailed study of the relationship between secondary
disturbance velocity fluctuations and shear layers in G ortler vortices by Bot
taro and Klingmann 
 However the wallnormal shear depicted in gure

 also exhibits an extremum in this region Even though the region of
high wallnormal shear ie the region where mode IItype disturbances
	


























y × 103 = 3.97
Figure 	 Top j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b 
 at xc  	 Ns   The dashed lines indicate theWcomponent of the
total primarily disturbed flow eld Bottom wisolines in a wallparallel
plane at distance y   
  from the wall as indicated by the long
dashed line in the top gure


























































































xc = 0.8 zψ = 1/3 λz,ψ6
Figure 	 wisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b   at
xc  	 Ns   in x  yplanes at different location along the primary
crossflow vortex
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are expected extends further away from the wall into the area on top
of the primary crossflow vortex than the region of high spanwise shear the
large overlap of these two regions makes it rather difcult to clearly dis
tinguish between these two causes of secondary instability and hence be















xc = 0.8 ∂Wψ / ∂xψ
Figure 	 Isocontours of Wx at xc  	
As additional aid to study the properties of the primarily distorted base flow
at xc  	 spanwise Wproles are shown in gure 
 for a variety of
wallnormal distances The lowspeed region between x   and x  

can be clearly seen in this plot Figure 
	 shows wallnormal Wproles at
different positions across the primary crossflow vortex Especially the proles
at x	   x	  
 and x	   exhibit characteristic dips at
y   
  Above this point comparatively high negative wallnormal shear
can be seen see also gure 

This region of high wallnormal shear Wy correlates with the j wj
maximum of the disturbance shown in gure 

 In the classication
scheme used by Malik et al 	 and by Koch et al 
 this mode is there
fore of mode IItype Its wave number is b  
 and its dimensional
frequency is f    Hz The temporal growth rate of this mode mode
	 is less than one third of that of mode  Still mode 	 exhibits the second
largest temporal growth rate at xc  	
It has already been mentioned that due to the large overlap of regions with
strong shear in x and ydirection a strict distinction of secondary distur
bances into mode Itype modes and mode IItype modes is not possible
















xc = 0.8 ∂Wψ / ∂y
Figure 

























 Variation of W primarily distorted flow eld along x at xc 
	 and different distances from the wall
	













































 j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode 	 with b  

at xc  	 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the
total primarily disturbed flow eld
















 j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode 
 with b  
at xc  	 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the
total primarily disturbed flow eld
The j wjisolines of mode 
 shown in gure 
 look similar to those of a
mode Itype disturbance but the j wjdistribution also extends into the
region associated with wallnormal shear of W near the edge of the bound
ary layer
The location of the j wjmaxima of mode  see gure 
 and mode  al
lows to class these modes with the mode Icategory However both distur
bances also exhibit local j wjmaxima in the region of low shear between
the primary vortices Mode  shown in gure 
 and mode  represent
this class of secondary disturbances the cause of which is still to be found
in pure culture In gure 
 j wjisolines of mode  are shown This mode
is located rather near to the wall with a j wjmaximum at y  	 
  Its
maximal growth rate is r   for b   Due to the comparatively
small growth rate of this mode it can easily be overlooked in the numerical
analysis Because of its location near to the wall this mode might however
play a role in experiments where secondary disturbances are triggered in
the nearwall region
At xc  
 the jucjmaxamplitude of the fundamental primary vortex
  has reached  the mean flow distortion has grown to jucjmax 
 Wproles across the primary vortex are shown in gure 
 for
different distances from the wall As at xc  	 a prominent lowspeed
region can be observed between x	   and x	  
 The highly
distorted wallnormal Wproles are shown in gure 
 for different po
	
















 j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b  
at xc  	 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the
total primarily disturbed flow eld
sitions across the primary vortex The characteristic dip between x	  
and x	   has moved further away from the wall to y  
 
  The
spanwise derivative Wx and the wallnormal derivative Wy of the
primarily disturbed base flow are summarized in the contour plots shown in
gure  and gure  respectively
The secondary instability analysis at xc  
 has been performed with
K  

 collocation points in wallnormal direction and Ns   since as de
scribed above an essential increase in resolution would exceed the capabil
ities of uptodate desktop workstations Especially for large values of b
this resolution might not be quite sufcient but it is adequate to compute
good estimates for growth rates and velocity proles of unstable secondary
disturbances The growth rates of ten unstable modes are summarized in
gure 	 j wjisolines of the disturbances marked by circles are shown in
gures 
   main properties of these disturbances are ordered by
growth rate listed in table 
Mode  j wjisolines of this mode are shown in gure 
 is by far the most
unstable mode Its temporal growth rate is r  
 which is  higher
than the highest growth rate found at xc  	 This mode can be clearly
correlated with regions of high spanwise shear Wx and thus it is of
type mode I Its dimensional frequency is f   
	 Hz The maximal
growth rate of mode 	 is r   ie about half as high as the maximal
growth rate of mode  In comparison with mode  the j wjmaximum of


























y × 103 = 4.54
Figure 
 Top j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b 
	 at xc  	 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent
of the total primarily disturbed flow eld Bottom wisolines in a wall
parallel plane at distance y  
 
  from the wall as indicated by the
longdashed line in the top gure
	


























y × 103 = 0.85
Figure 
 Top j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b 
 at xc  	 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent
of the total primarily disturbed flow eld Bottom wisolines in a wall
parallel plane at distance y  	
 
  from the wall as indicated by the
longdashed line in the top gure

























 Variation of W primarily distorted flow eld along x at xc 


























 Wproles at xc  
 and different positions across the pri
mary crossflow vortex
	


















xc = 0.95 ∂Wψ / ∂xψ



















xc = 0.95 ∂Wψ / ∂y
Figure  Isocontours of Wy at xc  

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Figure 	 Temporal growth rate r of secondary disturbance modes versus
wave number b at xc  
 Ns   The circles indicate the locations
where the j wjisolines shown in gure 
   have been extracted
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mode 	 see gure  is located further away from the wall at y   
 
This mode can be associated with regions of high wallnormal shear Wy
even though the secondary velocity fluctuations do not extend to the crest



















 j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b  
at xc  
 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the
total primarily disturbed flow eld
All other secondary disturbance modes exhibit comparatively low tempo
ral growth rates Mode 
 see gure  mode  and mode  are of
mode IItype Mode  see gure  and mode  see gure  ex
hibit high values of j wj both in the region of high wallnormal shear Wy
and in the region of low shear between the primary vortices
While the mode Itype disturbances correlate with high positive spanwise
shear Wx a secondary disturbance can also be found in the region
of high negative spanwise shear in the primarily disturbed flow eld j wj
isolines of this disturbance mode  which has a maximal temporal growth
rate r  	 and a dimensional frequency f
   Hz for b  
are shown in gure  Similarly the j wjmaximum of mode  see g
ure  correlates with the region of positive wallnormal shear Wy
whereas mode IItype disturbances are associated with regions of high
negative wallnormal shear near the edge of the boundary layer



















Figure  j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode 	 with b  
at xc  
 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the


















Figure  j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode 
 with b  	
at xc  
 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the
total primarily disturbed flow eld
	


















Figure  j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b  
at xc  
 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the


















Figure  j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b  

at xc  
 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the
total primarily disturbed flow eld


















Figure  j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b  


at xc  
 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the


















Figure  j wjisolines of secondary disturbance mode  with b  
at xc  
 Ns   The dashed lines indicate the Wcomponent of the




The threedimensional incompressible boundary layer on a swept plate has
been analyzed for primary and secondary instability The attention has been
focused on the role of stationary crossflow vortices in the transition pro
cess For that a model flow has been dened on the basis of the DLR swept
plate experiment and corresponding direct numerical simulations This flow
is quasi twodimensional in the sense that the threedimensional laminar
base flow is constant in spanwise direction It allows the study of crossflow
instability without the influence of surface curvature and compressibility
which signicantly simplies the theoretical treatment
For the linear nonlocal instability analysis the parabolized stability equa
tions PSE have been used In a discussion of numerical aspects of these
equations the lower step size limit caused by a residual ellipticity in the PSE
has been studied It has been shown that neglecting the derivative of the
pressure in the umomentum equation removes the lower step size limit for
all practical needs Different ways of generating initial conditions for the
PSE have been compared and the transient behavior of linear PSE results
has been studied If nonparallel initial conditions are specied upstream of
the neutral point only small transients have been observed in the sense
that PSE results for initial conditions specied at different chordwise loca
tions agree well after few steps in downstream direction Nevertheless the
validity of the PSE assumption is questionable in regions with rapid changes
in the base flow For that reason PSE results very near to the attachment
line have to be interpreted with some caution
Assuming constant frequency and constant spanwise wave number the
chordwise growth rates of single disturbances have been integrated in or
der to nd those disturbances which experience the strongest amplication
The results agree well with experimental observations and previous numer
ical studies In the nonlinear investigations a stationary crossflow vortex
 Concluding Remarks
with spanwise wave length 	zc   mm and a traveling crossflow wave
with the same spanwise wave length and the frequency f   
 Hz have
been considered in detail Both disturbances exhibit very high growth rates
according to linear stability theory
After an outline of central aspects of the nonlinear PSE and a sketch of non
linear disturbance growth in plane Poiseuille flow the nonlinear evolution
of steady crossflow vortices has been investigated for a variety of different
initial amplitudes A central outcome of the study of disturbance saturation
is that high vortex amplitudes are reached at the end of the plate if moder
ate initial amplitudes are specied for the vortex If the vortex is initialized
at high amplitude it only reaches comparatively low amplitudes A unique
saturation curve for the vortex amplitude does not exist This phenomenon
which is in agreement with results from previous PSE studies direct numer
ical simulations and solutions obtained by nonlinear critical layer theory
has been investigated further by articially freezing the laminar base flow
In this approach saturation of vortex amplitude could only be observed for
base flow proles upstream of xc   Downstream of this point the satu
rated solution undergoes a spatial Hopf bifurcation and stationary solutions
with oscillatory behavior in space exist The wave length of this oscillation
is of the order of the chord length of the plate Similar observations which
emphasize the central role of receptivity in the transition process have been
made for traveling crossflow waves While a spatial bifurcation could be
found as for the stationary vortex some influence of the spatially unstable
equilibrium solution on the spatially oscillating state can be observed in the
case of the traveling disturbance
In a study of nonlinear interaction between a steady crossflow vortex and
a traveling crossflow wave the observation that the presence of traveling
waves can signicantly lower the amplication of stationary vortices has
been conrmed However in spite of their higher growth rates according
to linear instability theory traveling crossflow waves do not strongly affect
the evolution of vortices once the latter disturbances have reached high
amplitudes
Due to the rotation of the vortices low speed fluid is transported from the
near wall region into the outer part of the boundary layer and fast fluid
is moved closer to the wall This results in regions of high wallnormal and
spanwise shear in the outer part of the boundary layer In addition the
existence of small counterclockwise rotating vortices very near to the wall
has been shown in the flow eld distorted by clockwise rotating crossflow
vortices
In a linear temporal secondary instability analysis based on Floquet theory
the secondary instability of the base flow distorted by steady crossflow vor
tices with respect to highfrequency disturbances has been studied for a
wide range of primary vortex amplitudes First the limit of low primary vor
tex amplitude has been considered In this limit only lowfrequency waves
 Outlook 
which correspond to primary traveling crossflow waves can be found These
waves are more and more modulated by the primary crossflow vortices if
the amplitude of the vortices increases It has been demonstrated that in
the frame of Floquet theory secondary disturbances can only propagate in
direction of the primary vortex axis
First unstable highfrequency disturbances have been found at primary vor
tex amplitudes around  of the freestream velocity At this low primary
vortex amplitude however the growth rates of highfrequency secondary
disturbances are still very low At  primary vortex amplitude a large
variety of unstable secondary disturbances with moderate temporal growth
rates has been found For each secondary mode the angular frequency is
approximately proportional to the wave number in direction of the primary
vortex axis If the amplitude of the primary vortex is signicantly higher than
 one highfrequency secondary disturbance by far exceeds all other
modes in growth This disturbance is located on the back of the primary vor
tex where both spanwise and wallnormal shear of the distorted base flow
exhibit maxima The structure of this disturbance agrees well with recent
measurements by Kawakami et al  who studied the stability character
istics of crossflow vortices with high amplitudes
 Outlook
In the secondary instability analysis presented here the temporal linear in
stability of stationary crossflow vortices has been studied While the formu
lation discussed in section 	 is also valid for traveling primary instability
waves the consideration of both stationary and traveling primary distur
bances is more involved One extension of this work would be to use the sec
ondary disturbance modes as initial conditions for PSE computations How
ever the wave numbers and frequencies of strongly amplied secondary
disturbances are about one order of magnitude larger than the correspond
ing parameters of the primary disturbances Thus a huge number of modes
would be necessary for the PSE computation cf equation  in order to
resolve both primary and secondary disturbances This leads to enormous
memory requirements On the other hand such a PSE analysis should not
only allow to consider both stationary and traveling primary disturbances si
multaneously it should also capture the experimentally observed nonlinear
saturation of secondary disturbances Bippes  In addition this exten
sion should directly predict spatial growth rates for the disturbances which
so far are only found by means of an extended Gaster transformation cf
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